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Summary.

This report describes the resuLts of the graduation project I
performed in the digitaL systems group of the department of
eLectricaL engineering of the Eindhoven University of TechnoLogy,
the NetherLands, from october 1982 untiL august 1983. This
graduation project took pLace under the responsibiLity of prof. ir.
A. Heetman, ir. H. Dortmans and ir. R. van Weert.

In this report I describe a formaL method to design and specify
data communication protocoLs, using a formaL Language caLLed MCL.

MCL has been deveLoped especiaLLy for this purpose and produces a
readabLe output, an aspect that other formaL methods are Lacking
severeLy.
As data communication protocoLs pLaya major roLe in distributed
systems, MCL is based on a modeL of a process that exists inside
such a distributed system.
This modeL has a Layered structure and is simiLar to the ISO-OSI
modeL, proposed by the ISO (the InternationaL Standardization
Organisation) •
MCL aLso supports the temporaL orderings of actions (an inevitabLe
property of protocoLs) that have recentLy been proposed by the
ISO. It therewith seems to be weLL suited for the specification of
hardware protocoLs.

FinaLLy, I describe a "compilation aLgorithm" for MCL. This
aLgorithm produces a Petri Net that can be verified automaticaLLy
by aLready existing software.

I wouLd Like to thank prof. ir. A. Heetman who offered me the
possibiLity to do my graduation project and my coaches ir. H.
Dortmans and ir. R. van Weert who gave me numerous hints and
vaLuabLe advice.
Furthermore I want to express my feeLings of gratitude towards aLL
empLoyees of the digitaL systems group with whom I have been
working together so pLeasantLy for the Last nine months.
Last but not Least, a word of admiration and appreciation has to
be paid to my parents, my feLLow students (even incLuding my dear
poker mate with his inexhaustibLe amount of Luck, H. van
EijkeLenburg) and other friends. I want to use this opportunity to
apoLogize for the troubLe I caused them when I was suffering from
bad temper in times of tribuLation and sorrow: times that certainLy
existed during these Last nine months that it took me to graduate.
I think that a word of gratitude and respect here is the Least I
can do to pay them back.

The author,

august 1983.
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1. Int roduc t ion.

With the increasing power of modern chip-technoLogy, distributed
processing has become a reaListic design aLternative. This can be
seen from the architecture of modern computer systems and the
deveLopment of LocaL and wide area computer networks, which are
avaiLabLe on the market today, such as Wangnet, Ethernet,
Datanet1, SNA, Arpanet, Decnet etc.

An inevitabLe aspect of distributed processing is the
communication between the processes that exist inside a distributed
process, otherwise there wouLd be no distributed processing!
In the case where the processes are physicaLLy distributed, this
communication goes through means of some (teLe-) communication
network, such as the pubLic teLephone network, broadcasting, a
LocaL Area Network, etc. In order to be abLe to communicate via
these networks, it is necessary to know how to use them.
Therefore the communication network provider has to give a set of
"ruLes", stating how one shouLd "taLk" to the network. This set of
ruLes is caLLed a protocoL. In the case where data exchange is the
primary goaL, we taLk about a data communication protocoL (see
fig.1).

DP

fig .1

P DP: distributed process
CN: communication

network
P : process
DCP: data communication

protocOl

To achieve compatibiLity between different physicaL impLementations
of a communication network, say the teLephone networks in
Argentina and in HoLLand, some of these protocoLs have been
standardized by the CCITT (the internationaL League of teLephone
companies) and the ISO (the InternationaL Standardization
Organi sat ion)
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In the following chapter, we will look in detail what protocols are
and what they should do, using a model developed by the ISO.
In chapter 3, we will discuss one particular aspect: the
specification of protocols, which is important for the
standardization of protocols.
It then turns out, that the combination of a Petri Net and a
formal language is a good specification method.
This formal language will be described in chapter 4 and will be
used in some examples in chapter 5.
In chapter 6, the compilation of the formal language (called MCl)
into a verifiable Petri Net will be discussed and finally in chapter
7, the conclusions in regard to the suitability of MCl as a tool to
design and specify protocols, will be given.

We will conclude this introduction with some references to
literature for the reader having no experience in the field of
distributed processing.
He may profite from the article of Enslow (see ref [15]) that
gives a clear vieuw of what a distributed system is and what it is
not.
Booth (see ref [17]) thoroughly discusses the different aspects of
distributed systems and at the same time demonstrates these
aspects in some examples of existing computer networks.
An excellent but rather extensive treatise on computer networks
and the protocols used in those networks, can be found in
Tanenbaum (see ref [1]).
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2. r-t>deL.

Now that we know where protocoLs are used and where they are
for, we wiLL describe a modeL of the processes that are part of a
distributed process (see aLso fig.1 on page 1), to get a more
precise definition of what a protocoL is and what it shouLd do.

SeveraL of these modeLs can be thought of. For instance, the ISO
has deveLoped such a modeL of a distributed process, the so caLLed
Reference r-t>deL of Open Systems Interconnection, better known as
the ISO-OSI modeL (systems are caLLed open for each other, if
they can "taLk" with each other, e.g exchange data). For an exact
definition of the ISO-OSI modeL the reader is referred to ref [2].

In this modeL, a process exists of seven hierarchicaLLy ordered
Layers. Each Layer performs a specific function (e.g the physicaL
transmission of eLectricaL signaLs, assembLy and disassembLy of
frames, the set-up of a LogicaL connection etc.) and therewith
provides service to the Layer above.

Each Layer consi sts of a number of " en ti ties", one representing the
process itseLf, the others representing the processes with which
can be communicated.

DEFINITION: Communication here between two entities, wiLL be
defined as an exchange in time of "messages" be
tween those entities.

This definition has aLso been used in the CHORUS modeL (see ref
[16]). The reader may find it usefuL to pay some attention to it.
ALthough the CHORUS modeL differs from the ISO-OSI modeL, the
concept of messages is rather cLear ans simpLe.

N

service provider

N N
sap sap

N N
entity entity

N-1 N -1
sap sap

N -1
service provider ..

fig .2
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Entities in Layer N are caLLed N-entities, which make use of the
service provided by a so caLLed (N-1)-service provider.
This service is provided at the (N-1)-service access point (N-1)
SAP.
An (N-1)-service provider, together with an N-entity, forms an N
service provider, used by an (N+1)-entity and accessed at the N
SAP (see fig.2 on page 3).

An N-entity itseLf consists of an N-entity manager (that controLs
the functioning of the entity) and an N-protocoL, defining the
interface between the N-Layer and the (N-1)-service provider.
This N-protocoL in fact defines how the N-entity accesses the (N
1)-service at the (N-1)-SAP and herewith offers service to the N
entity. This protocoL service is an important aspect of protocoLs.

It shouLd be noted that the ISO does not use the term entity
manager and sees the controL function of the entity manager as a
part of the N-protocoL. We feeL that this is not correct aLthough,
in some cases, the entity manager may be very smaLL or not be
present at aLL. In this case, messages sent to the entity manager,
are directLy passed on to the Layer above

An N-protocoL has to exchange messages with:

- the (N-1)-service provider;
- the N-entity manager.

N
entity

N
enti ty manager

"? "!
N

protocol

~?? "\....

N -,
service provider

fig.3
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This is modeLLed with four "mailboxes" (see aLso fig.3 on page 4):

- mailbox "!", for sending messages to the N-enity
manager;

- mailbox "!!", fo r sending messages to the
(N-1)-service provider;

- mailbox "?", for receiving messages from the N-entity
manager;

- maiLbox "??", for receiving messages from the
(N-1)-service provider.

To these mai Lboxes beLong certain "formaL expressions", to modeL
the four actions above:

- "! <- <message>" to modeL the sending of a message
to the the N-entity manager;

- "!! <- <message>" to modeL the sending of a message
to the (N-1)-servie provider;

- "?=<message>" to modeL the reception of a message
from the N-entity manager;

- "??=<message>" to modeL the reception of a message
from the (N-1)-service provider.

We now have compLeted our protocoL modeL and wiLL turn to an
important aspect of protocoLs: protocoL specification.
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3. ProtocoL specification.

In order to maintain compatibiLity between different
impLementations of "Open Systems", the protocoLs between the
Layers of the OSI modeL have been standardized or wiLL be in the
near future.
This gave rise to the probLem of protocoL specification: how shouLd
a protocoL be "expLained" to those who bui Ld systems that shouLd
conform to that protocoL?
We wiLL first deaL with the question what has to be specified and
what not. After that, the probLem of how to specify a protocoL
wi LL be treated.
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3.1. What shouLd be specified and what not?
-------------------------------------------
It is usefuL to differentiate between the specification of things
deaLing with the physicaL impLementation of a protocoL and things
that don't. Both have to be specified but in a separate and
di fferent way.

Things that don't deaL with the physicaL impLementation are on a
higher LeveL of abstraction. Here we taLk about "messages" being
exchanged, either between protocoL and entity manager or between
protocoL and service provider. On this LeveL, the foLLowing aspects
have to be specified:

First, the protocoL syntax has to be specified:

- the fLow controL of messages, specifying which
messages are exchanged, together with their
destination or source;

- the timing controL of the exchange, specifying
time-outs and temporaL ordering of the message
exchange.

With temporaL ordering we mean to express the ordering in time of
actions. E.g two actions A1 and A2 can be ordered in time such
that:

- A1 can start onLy if A2 has terminated;
- A1 can start onLy if A2 has started;
- A1 can terminate onLy if A2 has terminated;
- A1 has to terminate if A2 terminates;
- A1 can start and terminate independentLy from A2;
- A1 has to start i f A2 s tar t s •

Other temporaL orderings can be thought of but we wiLL Leave this
subject to chapter 4 for further discussion. Here we mereLy want
to indicate what temporaL ordering is about.

ALso, on this non-impLementation LeveL, the protocoL semantics have
to be specified:

- description of "spontaneous" actions, that in fact
are initiated by the N-entity manager or higher
Layers;
interpretations of message structures by using cer
tain system functions.

As aLready mentioned in chapter 2, the service that a protocoL
offers, is an important aspect of protocoLs. Therefore this service
shouLd aLso be specified in a protocoL specification. In our modeL,
this service is offered to the entity manager by the maiLboxes "?"
and "! • The onLy wayan N-entity and an N-protocoL can taLk
wi th eachother in our modeL, is by means of "messages" exchanged
through these maiLboxes.
This means that the service specification of a protocoL is nothing
but the totaL set of messages that can be exchanged through the
mailboxes "?" and "!". Therefore, the service specification of a
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protocoL is automaticaLLy provided through the specification of the
fLow controL (see above).

On the impLementation LeveL, things such as the coding of messages
and the definition of the functions on the structure of messages,
have to be specified.
Furthermore, the protocoL in the Lowest Layer of the ISO modeL,
has to give information about signaLLing rates, aLignment
definitions, physicaL representation of binary ones and zeroes,
connectors that are to be used etc.

However, as the two LeveLs have to contain totaLLy different
information, it is advisabLe to specify the two LeveLs separateLy,
using different methods. In the foLLowing, we wiLL onLy taLk about
the non-impLementation LeveL.

Now that we know what we have to specify, we can turn to the
next question:
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3.2. How shouLd a protocoL be specified?

It was onLy recentLy, that the need for FormaL Description
Techmiques (FDT's) was acknowLedged and that the first FDT's
were deveLoped. A "state of the art" description of the FDT's that
have been proposed for protocoL specification can be found in ref
[18] •
SeveraL FDT's that were deveLoped or proposed are:

- Petri Nets (for a tutoriaL on Petri Nets and their
appLications see ref [3] and [4]);

- SDL (symboLic description Language), deveLoped by
the CCITT (see ref [10] for a definition of SDL);

- EFSM (extended finite state machines), deveLoped by
the ISO (see ref [5] and [6]);

- RSPL (reLiabLe software producing Language), proposed
by SchindLer (see ref [8]);

- FAPL (format and protocoL Language), deveLoped by
IBM (see ref [7]);

- CHILL (CCITT high leveL Language), deveLoped by the
CCITT (see ref [11]).

But before giving an opinion about these methods, Let us Look at
the demands an FDT shouLd meet:

- unambiguous, the specification shouLd aLLow onLy one
interpretation;

- readabLe, it shouLd not be a cryptogram;
- structured, so that even for" Large" speci fi cations,

it remains readabLe;
- design friendLy;
- possibiLity for automatic verification.

These Last two points deaL with two other aspects of protocoLs,
besides specification: protocoL design and protocoL verification.
They do however, have an impact on protocoL specification. The
reLation between the design, verification and specification, using
formaL methods, is cLearLy discussed in ref [18].

A protocoL specification method shouLd be design friendLy (more or
Less foLLow the way peopLe think during the design), as designing a
protocoL is in fact nothing but the very first specification of that
protocoL. Furthermore, after we compLeted the design, the protocoL
might stiLL have undesired properties such as dead-Locks, non
termination etc., for which a check must be done. As this can be
a rather tricky process, it is by no means a Luxury to have this
check done automaticaLLy.

To the author's opinion, none of the specification methods
mentioned before, meets aLL these demands, especiaLLy the demand
for readabiLity is vioLated most of the time.

RoughLy, FDT's can be divided into two groups: graphicaL FDT's
and FDT's based on a formaL Language.
GraphicaL methods have the advantage that peopLe easiLy retrieve
information from pictures. Their disadvantage is their being
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unstructured. This disadvantage can be compensated by the use of
a formaL Language. Therefore a combination of a graphicaL method
and a formaL Language seems to be a good soLution.

Now that we chose a "two-way" specification, it is desirabLe to
have a fixed reLation between the formaL Language and the
graphicaL method, to aLLow the automatic "transLation" into one
another.
This can be seen as another demand, affecting both the graphicaL
method and the formaL Language. We wiLL Leave this topic untiL
chapter 6 for further discussion.

3.2.1. The graphicaL method.

The choice for a graphicaL method feLL on Petri Nets, extended by
using condition- and action-expressions, a method that is strongLy
reLated to the E~SM approach.

The reasons for this choice are the foLLowing:

- a Petri Net is design friendLy;
- it is a good modeL to describe temporaL orderings

because of its dynamic firing ruLes;
- a Petri Net can be verified automaticaLLy (see

ref [14]).

3.2.2. The formaL Language.

FormaL Languages can be divided into two groups:

- state oriented Languages;
- temporaL Logic oriented Languages.

An exampLe of a state oriented Language is the one proposed by
subgroup B of the FOT-group of the ISO (see ref [5]).
However, tooLs to describe temporaL orderings are necessary, as
temporaL orderings are typicaL for aLL protocoLs. This wouLd Lead to
the choice of a temporaL Logic oriented Language.
ExampLes of such Languages are RSPl and the one proposed by
subgroup C of the FOT-group of the ISO (see ref [9]).

Therefore, a mixture of both groups seems to be a good soLution.
Because, to the author's knowLedge, there is no Language that has
these two "faces" and at the same time compL ies to the demands
that an FOT shouLd meet (see above), we chose for a new Language
with a high LeveL programming Language approach. This new
Language is caLLed MCl which stands for: Message Communication
language. It is, in first Line, state oriented, but is aLso provided
with tooLs to describe temporaL orderings.
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The reasons for chosing a high LeveL Language approach are
threefo Ld:

- high LeveL Languages are structured;
- high LeveL Languages are readabLe;
- high LeveL Language constructions are weLL known

among engineers; hence this new Language shouLd be
easy to Learn.

Now that we have made a choice for a specification method, we
can turn to a description of Mel and then use it in some exampLes
in chapter 5.
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4. language description.

The main eLements of MCl are phases. Each of these phases is
subdivided into states.
Each phase has a unique name within the protocoL. Each state has
a unique name within a phase.

A phase is defined as a set of states. Seen from the outside
worLd, a phase has onLy one "entrance" and may have severaL
"exits" to other phases. Inside, it consists of one or more states.

A state can be either passive or active. In the Latter case, that
state is the so caLLed currentLy active state. The currentLy active
state is the state that is "executed" (what is meant with the
"execut ion" of a state is expLained beLow). The phase that
contains the currentLy active state, is caLLed the currentLy active
phase.
There is onLy one currentLy active state and as a consequence,
onLy one currentLy active phase at a time.

From the currentLy active state, transitions can be made, either to
a state inside the same phase or to another phase.
A transition to another state inside the same phase means that
this state becomes the currentLy active state, whiLe the currentLy
active phase remains the same.
A transition to another phase means that this phase becomes the
currentLy active phase.
When a phase becomes the currentLy active phase, there is one
particuLar state in that phase, the initiaL state, that becomes the
currentLy active state. Each phase has exactLy one initiaL state.

This whoLe set-up of MCl has been visuaLized in fig.4 on page 13.
The arrows indicate the possibLe transitions.

The "execution" of a state is defined (partiaLLy according to the
state definition used in SOL) as the act of waiting for the receipt
of a message, foLLowed by the processing of that message and
finaLLy the transition to another state inside the same phase or
another phase.
This event based definition (the event being the arrivaL of a
message), is aLso found in the CHORUS modeL (see ref [16]).

Now that we have discussed the basic concepts of MCl, we can
take the discussion to a more detaiLed LeveL.
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P: phase

IP: initial phase
CAP: currently active phase

5: state

IS: initial state

CAS: currently active state

fig .4
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4.1. Phase enumeration.

At the very beginning of a specification, a <phase enumeration
statement> is used, that contains the foLLowing information:

- an enumeration of the names of aLL constituing
phases of the protocoL;

- the "INIT"-part, specifying which phase is to become
the currentLy active phase upon initiaLization of
the protocoL.
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4.2. Phase specification.

4.2.1. Phase header.

Each phase specification starts with a <phase header> containing
the foLLowing information:

- an enumeration of the names of aLL constituing
states of that phase;
the "INIT"-part, specifying which state is the ini
tiaL state of that phase.

4.2.2. Phase body.

This construct contains the specification of aLL states that beLong
to that phase.
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4.3. State specification.

4.3.1. State header.

In order to improve the readabiLity, the specification of a state
wiLL start with a <state header>, containing the foLLowing
information:

- an enumeration of the names of aLL messages that
are used in that state, together with their desti
nation or source;

- an enumeration of the names of aLL datastructures
that are used in that state.

- an enumeration for aLL datastructures in a state
of thei r "possib Le" interpretations".

With "possibLe" interpretations, we mean to express the fact that
datastructures onLy posess an interpretation if they are used in the
procedure $$SCAN (see paragraph 4.4.5).
If a datastructure does not have an interpretation in a state, the
enumeration for this datastructure is "empty".

The destination or source of a message is coded with our
"mai Lbox" notation. For exampLe, the enumeration:

!! =[<message name>,<message name>, •••• ]

means that aLL these messages can be sent to the (N-1)-service
prov ider.

4.3.2. Waiting for the receipt of a message.

This is described with a <wait statement>, that is taken into
execution upon the activation of that particuLar state and remains
in execution untiL a new message has arrived. It is possibLe to
incLude a <time-out statement>, specifying a maximum execution
time of the <wait statement> and what action has to be taken if
the time-out expires.

During the waiting, a <temporaL ordered statement> has to be
executed. This statement consists of one or more other statements
that are ordered in time in regard to their execution (see
paragraph 3.1 and paragraph 4.5.5). If this <temporaL ordered
statement> has terminated, it wiLL be executed again immediateLy
on the condition that no new message has arrived yet. If that
condition is faLsified, the <wait statement> is said to have
terminated.

4.3.3. Processing of the arrived message.

This is described with a <seLect statement>. This statement is
activated immediateLy after the termination of the <wait
statement>. It consi sts of severaL "WHEN <message name>" cLauses.
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Such a cLause describes, using a <temporaL ordered statement>,
what to do if that particuLar message did arrive. The Last cLause
of the <seLect statement> is an "OTHERWISE" clause, specifying
what to do if the message that arrived, is not expected in that
state, that is, has not been named in the state header.

NOTE: the processing of a message, that is the execution of
the <temporaL ordered statement>, takes a finite amount
of time!

A message is said to have been processed when the <temporaL
ordered statement> of the corresponding "WHEN <message name>"
cLause, has terminated.

4.3.4. The transition to the next state.

A <transition statement> is used to specify either which state
inside the curentLy active phase is to become the currentLy active
state (this can be the same state!) or which phase is to become
the currentLy active phase.

A <transition statement> as such, is part of a <temporaL ordered
statement>. When the execution of a <temporaL ordered statement>
reaches a <transition statement>, the transition foLLows immediateLy
and the <temporaL ordered statement> is said to have terminated.
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4.4. System functions, system variables and system procedures.

Names of system functions and system procedures are preceded by
the prefix "$$". System variables are prefixed with "$".
Functions and procedures are called by their name only. Some of
them have parameters, which cannot be left out. The following
variables, functions and procedures have been defined.

4.4.1. $$NMA.

This is a Boolean function, returning the value true if a new
message that has not yet been "processed" as described in
paragraph 4.3.3, did arrive.
As the processing of a message takes a finite amount of time (see
paragraph 4.3.3), it is possible that another message arrives during
this processing. If, while a message is being processed, another
message arrives, this new message will be lost.
After a message has been processed, $$NMA will return the value
false when it is called, until a message arives. This means that
$$NMA will return the value false whenever a new state is entered

4.4.2. $$LRM.

Thi s function returns the name of the last "defined" message that
has been received. A message is "defined" when it appears in the
state header of the state that is the currently active state at the
moment when the message arrives.
If an undefined message has arrived, $$LRM wi II return an "empty"
name when it is called. This value of $$LRM coresponds to the
"OTHERWISE" clause as descibed in 4.3.3.

4.4.3. $$CLEAR«datastructure name».

The $$CLEAR procedure erases all information in the
<datast ruc ture>.

4.4.4. $$CONCATENATE«datastr. name>,<datastr. name».

This procedure appends the second datastructure to the first one.
The first <datastructure name> now refers to this extended
datastructure.

4.4.5. $$SCAN«datastructure name>,$STATUS).

This procedure scans the datastructure to aquire information about
the interpretation or the semantics of a datastructure. The result
of this scan can be retrieved from the character string $STATUS,
a system variable.

For each datastructure that is used in a state as parameter of this
procedure, an enumeration of all values that $STATUS can assume
for this datastructure in this state, must be given in the <status
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enumeration>.

4.4.6. SPHASE and SSTATE.

The system variabLe SPHASE contains the name of the currentLy
active phase, whiLe SSTATE contains the name of the currentLy
active state. The onLy possibiLity to change the contents of these
variabLes, is through a <transition statement>.
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4.5. BNF description.

We now have seen the most important constructs that are used in
the Language. This shouLd be sufficient to get a basic
understanding of what the Language is abLe to describe.

What now foLLows, is a precise description of the Language
syntax in BNF notation.
This notation uses the foLLowing symboLs:

... • _If..- stands for: "may be substituted by";

"I" stands for: "or";

"\<X>\~" stands for: the eLement <x> may be repeated
a number of times between m and n (O<=m<=n);
the defauLt vaLues for m and n are respecti
veLy zero and infinity;

"<X>" stands for some eLement of the Language that
we want to describe.

In this description, a top-down strategy wilL be foLLowed.
Furthermore, a description of the semantics of the different
statements wiLL be given where this is necessary.

NOTE: this description shouLd be taken as the officiaL Language
definition.
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4.5.1. ProtocoL statement.

<PROTOCOL STATEMENT> ::= <PROTOCOL HEADER><PROTOCOL BODY>

<PROTOCOL HEADER> ::= PROTOCOL<X><PROTOCOL NAME>;<X>
<PHASE ENUMERATION STATEMENT>

<PROTOCOL NAME> ::= <NAME>

<PHASE ENUMERATION STATEMENT> ....- PHASE<X>=«PHASE NAME SET>]
<X>INIT<X><PHASE NAME>;<X>

/ This <phase name set> contains the names of aLL phases in /
/ the protocoL. ALL the <phase name>'s used in a protocoL /
/ specification must be in this List. Each <phase name> may /
/ appear onLy once in this List. /
/ The phase named in the INIT part, is the phase that becomes /
/ the currentLy active phase upon initiaLization of the /
/ protocoL. /

<PHASE NAME SET> ::= <PHASE NAME>I<PHASE NAME>,<Y><PHASE NAME
SET>

<PHASE NAME> ::= <NAME>

<PROTOCOL BODY> ::= <PHASE STATEMENT>END;I
<PHASE STATEMENT><PROTOCOL BODY>

<x> ::= <TEXT SEPARATOR>

<Y> ::= <USER SEPARATOR>
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4.5.2. Phase statement.

<PHASE STATEMENT> ::= <PHASE HEADER><PHASE BODY>

<PHASE HEADER> ::= PHASE<X><PHASE NAME>;<X><STATE ENUMERATION
STATEMENT>

<STATE ENUMERATION STATEMENT> ....- STATE<X>=[<STATE NAME SET>]
<X>INIT<X><STATE NAME>;<X>

/ This <state name set> contains the names of aLL states in a /
/ phase. ALL the <state name>ls used in that phase must be /
/ in this List. Each <state name> may appear onLy once in /
/ this List. /
/ The state named in the INIT part, is the initiaL state of /
/ that phase. /

<STATE NAME SET> ::= <STATE NAME>I<STATE NAME>,<Y><STATE NAME
SET>

<STATE NAME> ::= <NAME>

<PHASE BODY> ::= <STATE STATEMENT>END;<X>I
<STATE STATEMENT><PHASE BODY>
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4.5.3. State statement.

<STATE STATEMENT> ::= <STATE HEADER>
{<DATA ENUMERATION><STATUS ENUMERATION>}:
<STATE BODY>

<STATE HEADER> ::= STATE<X><STATE NAME>;<X>

MESSAGES;<X>
<MESSAGE ENUMERATION>END;<X>

<MESSAGE ENUMERATION> ::= <INPUT MESSAGE SET>
<FINAL MESSAGE ENUMERATION>I

<INPUT MESSAGE SET>I

<OUTPUT MESSAGE SET>
<MESSAGE ENUMERATION>

<FINAL MESSAGE ENUMERATION> ::= <INPUT MESSAGE SET>
<FINAL MESSAGE ENUMERATION>I

<INPUT MESSAGE SET>I

<OUTPUT MESSAGE SET>
<FINAL MESSAGE ENUMERATION> I

<OUTPUT MESSAGE SET>

<INPUT MESSAGE SET> ..- ? <X>=[<MESSAGE NAME SET>J; <X> I..-

?? <X>=[<MESSAGE NAME SET>J; <X> I

<OUTPUT MESSAGE SET> ..- <X>=[<MESSAGE NAME SET>J;<X>\..-
I I <X>=[<MESSAGE NAME SET>J;<X>

<MESSAGE NAME SET> ..- <MESSAGE NAME> I..-
<MESSAGE NAME>,<Y><MESSAGE NAME SET>

<MESSAGE NAME> ::= <NAME>

/ The <input message set>ls contain the names of aLL messages /
/ that are input to the protocoL. The <output message set>'s /
/ contain the names of aLL messages that are output from the /
/ protocoL. /
/ Due to the definition of a state, at Least one <input /
/ message set> must be given. The order of the different /
/ message sets is random. There are four possibLe message /
/ sets, one for every direction. It is possibLe to use the /
/ same message set more than once in a <message enumeration>. /
/ However, aLL message sets for the same direction wiLL be /
/ unified and treated as one message set. /
/ /
/ It is important to note that a message can have more than /
/ one direction. A message may be used both as a message /
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For exampLe, if we take a terminaL handLing protocoL, the
user can give commands to the protocoL through a keybord.
This is a paraLLeL interface as each character is stored as
a byte <using some coding mechanism) in LocaL memory. Lets
say the user gives the command "CLEAR CALL". The protocoL
passes this command to a host computer that is connected
with the terminaL through a seriaL interface. Lets say that
the protocoL signaLs the message "cLear caL L" to the host
computer. It is c Lear that these two messages" CLEAR CALL"
and "cLear caLL" are coded differently and that they,
though semanticaLLy the same, shouLd be named differentLy.

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Another important point in regard to <message name>'s, is /
that each <message name> is uniqueLy coupLed to a coding of /
that message on the impLementation LeveL. This means that /
if we use a <message name> in more than one direction, it /
impLies that the coding of that message in these directions /
shouLd be the same! This may cause troubLes, depending on /
the fact whether the different directions are impLemented /
in different hardware that requires different coding. /

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/ that can be sent and a message that can be received.
/ This sending and receiving may be as weLL with the entity
/ manager as with the <N-1)-service provider.
/ In regard to the Language syntax, this means that a
/ <message name> can be part of any of the four possibLe
/ message sets. However, inside each of these four message
/ sets, a <message name> must be unique.
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

<DATA ENUMERATION> ::= DATA<X>=
[<DATASTRUCTURE NAME SET>J;<X>

<DATASTRUCTURE NAME SET> ::= <DATASTRUCTURE NAME>I

<DATASTRUCTURE NAME>,<Y>
<DATASTRUCTURE NAME SET>

<DATASTRUCTURE NAME> ::= <NAME>

<STATUS ENUMERATION> ::={FOR<X><DATASTRUCTURE NAME>
SSTATUS<X>=[<STATUSNAME SET>J;<X>}

<STATUS NAME SET> •• - "<STATUS NAME>"I
"<STATUS NAME>",<Y><STATUS NAME SET>

name> may be
a message
<see para-

the names of aLL data
as parameters of a
name> may appear onLy

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

As data structures are used to aLLow interpretations of mes- /

It is important to note that a <datastructure
the same as a <message name>. This means that
itseLf can be a parameter of a procedure caLL
graph 4.5.9).

/ A <datastructure name set> contains
/ structures that are used in a state
/ procedure caLL. Each <datastructure
/ once in a <datastructure name set>.
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
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/ sages or sequences of messages (through use of the proce- /
/ dures given in paragraph 4.5.9), it is usefuL to summarize /
/ aLL possibLe interpretations of a datastructure in a state, /
/ by giving a <status enumeration> for aLL datastructures /
/ that are used as a parameter of the procedure $$SCAN. A /
/ <status name> must be unique in a <status name set>, it may /
/ however, appear in more than one <status name set>. /

<STATUS NAME> ::= <NAME>

<STATE BODY> ::= <WAIT STATEMENT><SELECT STATEMENT>END;<X>
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4.5.4. Wait statement.

I This statement consists of a Loop that is controLLed by the I
I function $$NMA. If this function returns the vaLue faLse I
I (which means that no new message has arrived that isn't I
I "processed" yet), a <temporaL ordered statement> wiLL be I
I "executed". OnLy after the termination of this <temporaL I
I ordered statement>, the vaLue of $$NMA wiLL be evaLuated I
I aga in. I
I It is possibLe to specify a maximum duration of this Loop, I
I starting from the moment that the Loop is activated for the I
I first time, using a <time-out statement>. This <time-out I
I statement> aLso specifies, using a <temporaL ordered state- I
I ment>, what action must be taken if the time-out expires. I

<WAIT STATEMENT> ::= DO<X>UNTIL<X>($$NMA);<X>
{<TIME-OUT STATEMENT>}~
<TEMPORAL ORDERED STATEMENT>

<TIME-OUT STATEMENT> ::= DURING<X><TIME EXPRESSION>THEN<X>
<TEMPORAL ORDERED STATEMENT>

<TIME EXPRESSION> ::= <NUMBER><X><TIME DIMENSION>

<TIME DIMENSION> ::= SEC<X>IMS<X>\US<X>\NS<X>
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4.5.5. TemporaL ordered statement.

/ A <temporaL ordered statement> A, contains other statements,/
/ A(1),A(2), •••• in order of appearance. The statements A(1), /
/ A(2), •••• may be either <simpLe temporaL ordered /
/ statement>'s or <temporaL ordered statement>'s themseLves. /
/ The statements A(1),A(2), •••• are ordered in time in regard /
/ to their "execution". We take the "execution time" of a /
/ statement to be greater than zero. This means that we have /
/ to deaL with the starting and termination point of the /
/ execut ion of a statement. /
/ /
/ Five "temporaL orderings" are defined (these temporaL or- /
/ derings are based on the ones proposed in ref [9], aLthough /
/ they have been sLightLy changed): /
/ /
/ - SEQUENTIAL, meaning that statement A(i+1) may start,/
/ onLy if statement A(i) has terminated; /
/ the statement "SEQUENTIAL (A(1), ••• ,A(n»" is said /
/ to have started when A(1) has started; /
/ the statement "SEQUENTIAL<A(1), ••••• ,A(n»" is said /
/ to have terminated when A(n) has terminated; /
/ /
/ - DELAYED, meaning that statement A(i+1) may start /
/ onLy some time after statement A(i) has started and /
/ that A(i+1) may terminate onLy some time after A(i) /
/ has terminated; in the case where A(i+1) terminates /
/ before A(i), the Latter shouLd be read as that the /
/ "outside world" is aLLowed to know that A(i+1) has /
/ terminated onLy some time after A(i) has termina- /
/ ted; /
/ the statement "DELAYED(A(1), ••• ,A(n»" is said to /
/ have started when A(1) has started; /
/ the statement "DELAYED (A(1), •••• ,A(n»" is said to /
/ have terminated when A(n) has terminated; /
/ /
/ - CONCURRENT, meaning that the start and termination /
/ of the execution of A(i) is not reLated at aLL to /
/ the start- and termination-point of any A(k) with /
/ k<>i; /
/ the statement "CONCURRENT (A(1), ••• ,A(n»" is said /
/ to have started when the first A(i) has started; /
/ the statement "CONCURRENT (A(1), ••• ,A(n»" is said /
/ to have terminated when the Last A(i) has termina- /
/ ted; /
/ /
/ - MUSTART, meaning that aLL statements A(i) wiLL /
/ start at the same time and that they may terminate /
/ independentLy from each other; /
/ the statement "MUSTART (A(1), ••• ,A(n»" is said to /
/ have started at the moment when aLL A(i)'s have /
/ started; /
/ the statement "MUSTART (A(1), ••• ,A(n»" has termi- /
/ nated when the Last A( i) has terminated; /
/ /
/ - MUTERM, meaning that aLL statements A(i) wiLL ter- /
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/ minate if one of them terminates; /
/ the statement "MUTERM (A(1), ••• ,A(n))" is said to /
/ have started when the fi rst A( i) has started; /
/ the statement "MUTERM (A(1), ••• A(n»" is said to /
/ have terminated when the first A(i) terminates, /
/ meaning that aLL other statements wiLL be disrupted /
/ as they have not teminated yet. /
/ /
/ The temporaL orderings just mentioned, have been drawn /
/ schematicaLLy in fig.5 on page 29. /
/ /
/ One remark about the termination point stiLL has to be made./
/ In the case where A(i) is a <transition statement>, this /
/ shouLd be taken as an unconditionaL jump, meaning that the /
/ the <temporaL ordered statement> A is disrupted. /
/ If A itseLf is part of a <temporaL ordered statement> B, /
/ B wiLL aLso be disrupted etc. /
/ In this case we aLso say that the <temporaL ordered state- /
/ ment>'s A,B etc., have terminated aLthough this may not be /
/ correct in regard to the temporaL ordering definitions /
/ above. /

END;<X>

<TEMPORAL ORDERED STATEMENT> o 0_
o 0-

<SIMPLE TEMPORAL ORDERED
STATEMENT>I

<TEMPORAL ORDERED EXPRESSION>
{<SIMPLE TEMPORAL ORDERED

STATEMENT>} z

<TEMPORAL ORDERED EXPRESSION> ::= SEQUENTIAL<X>IDELAYED<X>I
CONCURRENT<X>\MUSTART<X>I
MUTERM<X>

<SIMPLE TEMPORAL ORDERED STATEMENT> ::= <SIGNALLING
STATEMENT>I

<DECISION STATEMENT>I
<PROCEDURE CALL>I
<TRANSITION STATEMENT>I
<NOP STATEMENT>I

<TEMPORAL ORDERED
STATEMENT>
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4.5.6. NOP statement.

I The <NOP statement> has a coinciding start- and termination I
I point and hence zero execution time. No reaL action takes I
I pLace. I

<NOP STATEMENT> ::= NOP;<X>
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4.5.7. Transition statement.

/ This statement describes the transition to a state inside /
/ the same phase or to another phase by adapting the system /
/ variabLes SSTATE and SPHASE respectiveLy. /
/ When a transition is made, the execution of the currentLy /
/ active state is aborted immediateLy, whiLe the execution of /
/ the new state or phase is started. /
/ /
/ ALthough the semantics of the <transition statement> may be /
/ in confLict with the semantics of the <temporaL ordered /
/ statement> (as has aLready been expLained in paragaph /
/ 4.5.5), - a situation that normaLLy shouLd be avoided -, we /
/ feeL that it wiLL not cause misunderstandings with the /
/ reader. The <transition statement> shouLd just be seen as /
/ an unconditional jump. /

<TRANSITION STATEMENT> .. ..- SSTATE<X>:=<X><STATE NAME>;<x>1
SPHASE<X>:=<X><PHASE NAME>;<X>
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4.5.8. SignaLLing statement.

I This statement modeLs the sending of a message by giving I
I the name of that message and its destination. This destina- I
I tion has to conform to at Least one of the destinations as I
I given in the <message enumeration>. I

<SIGNALLING STATEMENT> ::= SIGNAL<X>«DESTINATION PREFIX>
<-<X><MESSAGE NAME»;<X>

<DESTINATION PREFIX> ....- <X> I I I <X>
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4.5.9. Procedure caLL.

/ A <procedure caLL> initiates the execution of the /
/ corresponding procedure. These procedures have aLready been /
/ described in paragraph 4.4. /

<PROCEDURE CALL> o 0-
o .- $$CLEAR<X>«DATASTRUCTURE NAME»;<X> I

$$SCAN<X>«OATASTRUCTURE NAME,<Y>
$STATUS» ;<x>1

$$CONCATENATE<X>«DATASTRUCTURE NAME>,<Y>
<DATASTRUCTURE NAME»;<X>
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4.5.10. Decision statement.

1 With this statement, we can specify what actions have to be 1
1 taken if a certain vaLue of the system variabLe $STATUS 1
1 occurs. The onLy possibiLity to change the contents of 1
1 $STATUS is by caLLing the procedure $$SCAN (see paragraph 1
14.4.5). 1
1 The <status name> used in this statement, must be named in 1
1 the <status enumeration>, discussed in paragraph 4.5.3. 1
--------------------------------------------------------------1

<DECISION STATEMENT> ::= IF<X>$STATUS<X>="<STATUS NAME>"<X>
THEN<X><TEMPORAL ORDERED STATEMENT> 1

{ELSE<X><TEMPORAL ORDERED STATEMENT>1o
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4.5.11. SeLect statement.

/ In every state, it is possibLe to receive one out of a num- /
/ ber of messages as named in the <message enumeration>. Af- /
/ ter we have received a new message, we have to take certain /
/ actions. These actions depend on what message did arrive. /
/ /
/ To describe this, we use a <seLect statement>. /
/ In the <when cLause> of this <seLect statement>, a specifi- /
/ cation of the actions to be taken, is given for each mes- /
/ sage that can be received in that state. The <otherwise /
/ cLause> specifies what to do if a message has been received /
/ that is not named in the <message enumeration> of that /
/ state. /

<SELECT STATEMENT> ::= SELECT<X>($$LRM)i<X><WHEN CLAUSE>
<OTHERWISE CLAUSE>ENDi<X>

<WHEN CLAUSE> ::= \WHEN<X>«SOURCE PREFIX>=<MESSAGE NAME»<X>
<TEMPORAL ORDERED STATEMENT> },

<SOURCE PREFIX> ::= ? <X> I?? <X>

message in the <when
conform to at Least
in the <message

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

The number of "WHEN<X>< ••••••••• ><X>< ••••• >" eLements in a /
<when cLause>, must be equaL to the totaL number of input /
messages as given in the <input message set>'s of the <mes- /
sage enumeration>. /

/ Each <message name> may appear onLy once in the <when
/ cLause> of a <seLect statement>.
/ Furthermore, the <source prefix> of a
/ cLause> of a <seLect statement>, must
/ one of the <source prefix>es as given
/ enumeration.
/
/
/
/
/

<OTHERWISE CLAUSE> ::= OTHERWISE<X><TEMPORAL ORDERED
STATEMENT>
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4.5.12. MisceLLaneous.

<NUMBER> ::= <WHOLE NUMBER><X>I<WHOLE NUMBER>.<FRACTION><X>

<FRACTION> ::= <WHOLE NUMBER>

<WHOLE NUMBER> ::= <DIGIT>I<DIGIT><WHOLE NUMBER>

<DIGIT> ::= 0\112131415\6171819

<NAME> ::= <LETTER>«CHARACTER>}

<LETTER> ::= AIB[C!DIE IFIGIHIIIJIKILIMINIOlpIQIRls\Tlulvl
WIXIYIZ \a Ib Ic Idie Ifig I h I i Ij Ik ILim In I0 IpI q Ir I
Sit \U\vIWlxIYlz

<CHARACTER> ::= <LETTER>I<DIGIT>I<UNDERSCORE>

<UNDERSCORE> ::= <ASCII CHARACTER X'5F'>

<USER SEPARATOR> ::= {<ASCII CHARACTER X'20'>}

<TEXT SEPARATOR> ::= <ASCII CHARACTER X'20'><USER SEPARATOR>

/ A <text separator> is a sequence of spaces that MUST be /
/ used to separate different syntax eLements, whiLe in the /
/ case of a <user separator>, the user himseLf may decide /
/ whether spaces are inserted or not. /
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4.5.13. Comment statement.

in text to the

I
I
I
I
I

sequence> to produce I
I

- to give additionaL information
protocoL specification;

- to generate a <carriage return
readabLe Listings.

I A comment statement may be inserted anywhere in a protocoL
I specification. It can be used in two ways:
I
I
I
I
I

<COMMENT STATEMENT> .. ..- I*<ASCII CHARACTER STRING>*/I
<CARRIAGE RETURN SEQUENCE>

<ASCII CHARACTER STRING> ::= <ASCII CHARACTER>I

<ASCII CHARACTER>
<ASCII CHARACTER STRING>

<CARRIAGE RETURN SEQUENCE> ::= <ASCII CHARACTER x'oD'>1

<ASCII CHARACTER X'OD'>
<CARRIAGE RETURN SEQUENCE>
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5. ExampLes.

5.1. The X.21 recommendation.

We now wiLL specify the X.21 recommendation of the CCITT, using
MCl as described in chapter 4.
This specification is based on the officiaL X.21 document reLeased
in 1981 (see ref [12]). The X.21 recommendation specifies how a
user of a digitaL commumication network, a DTE, can communicate
with another DTE, by means of that communication network.
InternaL, this network consists of so caLLed DCE's. Every DTE
beLongs to one DCE aLthough severaL DTE's may be connected to
one DCE.

DTE

DTE

,- - - -,
, I, :, ,
, I
Ir-----'I

/
/

/

- --,,,,
I
I- --- .......

r
I,
I
IL __

eN: communication network

DTE: data terminal equipment

DCE: data circuit terminating equipment
X.21: CCITT recommendation X.21

fig. 6

The network itseLf wiLL make a connection with that DCE to which
the DTE is attached that the initiating DTE wants to taLk to. How
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this connection between the two DCE's is established, is not of
concern to the DTE. Therefore, only the protocol between the DTE
and DCE, what has been standardized under the name X.21, has to
be specified (see fig.6 on page 38).

As a result from the definition of a phase in MCl (see chapter 4),
we had to introduce more phases than the number of phases used
in the X.21 specification.
This should not be taken as a failure of MCl, but rather as an
example of the fact that the X.21 specification is not properly
structured.

We will take a closer look at this problem. let us take for
example, the clear phase of the X.21 specification. This phase can
be entered from the call set-up phase. However, upon entrance of
the clear phase, different states can be activated, meaning that
there would be more than one initial state in that phase.
This would reduce the definition of a phase to nothing but a set
of states, having no functional meaning. One could compare it with
a procedure statement in a high level programming language,
having more than one entry (in Pl/1 this construction is possible!).
If one wishes to call that procedure at some specific entry, one
would have to know what is happening INSIDE that procedure. This
is absolutely the opposite of what a procedure should offer to the
calling program.

In our case, we want to be able to look at a phase as a
functional unit that performs some task, e.g the clearing of a call
or the set-up of a call in the X.21 recommendation, without the
outside world having to know how that task is executed.
This leads to the demand that a phase can have only one initial
state and this demand, on its turn, causes the introduction of more
phases in our specification of the X.21 recommendation.

A last part of attention before we turn to the actual
specification, is the fact that we extended the X.21 a little.
These extensions occur where we model certain actions that are
instigated by the entity manager or higher layers, such as:

- sending an indication that a call set-up should
take place;

- sending an indication that a call should be
cleared by the DTE;

- sending an indication that the DTE should go into
a not-ready state;

- providing the appropriate DTE selection sequence;
- sending an indication that the DTE should accept an

incoming call from the DCE;
- sending an indication that the DTE should confirm a

call request of the DCE.
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On the other hand, certain indications provided by the DCE, shouLd
be passed on to the entity manager or higher Layers, such as:

- the indication that the DCE is not ready;
- the indication that the DCE wishes to set up a caLL;
- the indication that the DCE wishes to cLear a caLL;
- the DCE provided information sequence, DCE caLL pro-

gress signaLs or their interpretations.

The reason for these extensions is that actions deaLing with the
interface between the protocoL and its entity manager or higher
Layers, specify the service that the protocoL offers to them.
As aLready said in chapter 3, the service specification is an
essentiaL part of protocoL specification. This is the reason why
actions deaLing with the entity manager or higher Layers shouLd be
specified and have been introduced in our specification of the X.21
recommendation.

ALso, certain smaLL things have been Left out such as the DCE
giving a charge information caLL to the DTE within 200 ms that
the caLL was cLeared.

However, it shouLd be borne in mind that the specification beLow
shouLd serve mereLy as an exampLe of the capabiLities and
incapabiLities of MCl, rather than the actuaL specification of the
X.21 recommendation.
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PHASE =[QSC1,QSC2,QSC3,CSU,DT,CLR1,CLR2) INIT CSU;

PHASE QSC1;

STATE =[S14,S22,S23) INIT S14;

STATE S14; I*DTE controLLed not ready,DCE ready*1

MESSAGES;
II =[DTE CONTROLLED NOT READY);
?? =[DCE-NOT READY];
? =[DTE-READY,DTE UNCONTROLLED NOT READY)
END; l*messages*1 - -

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_CONTROLLED_NOT_READY);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (? =DTE READY) $PHASE := CSU;
WHEN (?? =DCE NOT READY) $STATE := S23;
WHEN (? =DTE UNCONTROLLED NOT READY)

$PHASE := QSC3;
OTHERWISE $STATE := S23;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S14*1

STATE S~2; I*DTE uncontroLLed not ready,DCE not ready*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE UNCONTROLLED_NOT_READY);
?? =[DCE-READY];
? =[DTE-READY];
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE UNCONTROLLED_NOT_READY);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE READY) $PHASE := QSC3;
WHEN (? =DTE READY) $PHASE := QSC2;
OTHERWISE $STATE := S22;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S22*1
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STATE S23; I*DTE controLLed not ready,DCE not ready*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE CONTROLLED NOT READYJ;
?? =[DCE-READYJ; - -
? =[DTE-READY,

DTE-UNCONTROLLED NOT_READYJ;
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_CONTROLLED_NOT_READY);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE READY) $STATE := S14;
WHEN (? =DTE READY) $PHASE := QSC2;
WHEN (? =DTE-UNCONTROLLED NOT READY)

$STATE .- S22;
OTHERWISE $STATE := S23;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S23*1

END;I*phase QSC1*1

PHASE QSC2;

STATE =[S18J INIT S18;

STATE S18; I*DTE ready,DCE not ready*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE READYJ;
?? =[DCE-READYJ;

=[DTE-DCE NOT READYJ;
? =[DTE-UNCONTROLLED NOT READY,

DTE-CALL SET UPJ;
END; 1*messages* 1-

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_READY);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (? =DTE UNCONTROLLED NOT READY)

$PHASE .- QSC1;
WHEN (? =DTE CALL SET UP)

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (! <- DTE DCE_NOT_READY);
$STATE := S18;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (?? =DCE READY) $PHASE .- CSU;
OTHERWISE $STATE .- S18;
END; l*seLect*1
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END; I*state S18*1

END; I*phase QSC2*1

PHASE QSC3;

STATE =[S24] INIT S24;

STATE S24; I*DTE uncontroLLed not ready,DCE ready*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE UNCONTROLLED NOT READY];
?? =[DCE-NOT READY];
? =[DTE-READY];
END; I*messag es* 1

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_UNCONTROLLED_NOT_READY);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE NOT READY) SPHASE := QSC1;
WHEN (? =DTE READY) SPHASE .- CSU;
OTHERWISE SPHASE := QSC1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S24*1;

END; I*phase QSC3*1
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PHASE CSU; l*caLL set up*1

STATE =[S1,S2,S3,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9,S10,S11] INIT S1;

STATE S1; l*ready*1

MESSAGES;
I I =[DTE READY];
?? =[DCE-CALL REQUEST,DCE NOT READY];
? =[DTE-CALL-SET UP, -

DTE-CONTROLLED NOT READY,
DTE-UNCONTROLLED NOT READY];

END; l*messages*1 --

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_READY);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE CALL REQUEST) $STATE := S8;
WHEN (?? =DCE-NOT READY) $PHASE := QSC2;
WHEN (? =DTE CALL-SET UP) $STATE := S2;
WHEN (? =DTE-CONTROLLED NOT READY)

$PHASE := QSC1;
WHEN (? =DTE UNCONTROLLED NOT READY)

$PHASE := QSC3;
OTHERWISE $PHASE := CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S1*1

STATE S2; l*caLL request*1

MESSAGES;
'I =[DTE CALL REQUEST];
?? =[DCE-PROCEED TO SELECT,

DCE-CLEAR INDICATION,
DCE-CALL REQUEST];

END; l*messages*1

DATA =[DTE_SELECTION_SEQUENCE];

DO UNTIL ($$NMA~DURING 3 SEC THEN $STATE := S1;
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_CALL_REQUEST);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE PROCEED TO SELECT)

SEQUENTIAL-
$$CLEAR (DTE SELECTION SEQUENCE);
$STATE := S3; -
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (?? =DCE CLEAR INDICATION)
$PHASE := CLR2;

WHEN (?? =DCE CALL REQUEST) $STATE := S2;
OTHERWISE $PHASE := CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1
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END; I*state s2*1

STATE S3; I*proceed to seLect*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE PROCEED TO SELECT,

DTE SELECTION_CHARACTER];

=[DTE_PROVIDE_INFO];

?? =[DCE CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL,
DCE CLEAR_INDICATION];

? =[DTE SELECTION CHARACTER];
END; l*messages*1 -

DATA =[DTE SELECTION SEQUENCE,
DTE-SELECTION-CHARACTER,
DCE-CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
DCE CALL PROCESS_SIGNAL];

FOR DTE SELECTION SEQUENCE
SSTATUS =["SEQUENCE ERROR" ,"DIRECT CALL",

"SEQUENCE-NOT FINISHED",-
"END_OF_SEQUENCE"];

FOR DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE
SSTATUS =["SEQUENCE ERROR",

"SEQUENCE NOT_FINISHED];

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);
MUSTART

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE PROCEED TO SELECT);
SIGNAL (! <- DTE PROVIDE INFO);
END; l*mustart*l- -

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (? =DTE SELECTION CHARACTER)

SEQUENTIAL
SSCONCATENATE (DTE SELECTION SEQUENCE,

DTE-SELECTION-CHARACTER);
SSSCAN (DTE_SELECTION_SEQUENCE,SSTATUS);

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE ERROR" THEN
SPHASE .- CLR1;

IF SSTATUS ="DIRECT CALL" THEN
STATE := S5;

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE NOT FINISHED"
THEN

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (!! <-

DTE SELECTION_CHARACTER);
SSTATE := S3;
END; l*sequentiaL*1
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IF SSTATUS ="END OF SEQUENCE" THEN
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <-
OTE SELECTION_CHARACTER);

SSTATE := S5;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

END; l*sequentiaL*1
WHEN (11 =DCE CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL)

SEQUENT IAL-
SSCLEAR (DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE);
SSCONCATENATE - -

(DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
- DCE CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL);

SSSCAN (DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
- - - SSTATUS);

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE ERROR" THEN
SPHASE := CLR1;

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE NOT FINISHED"
THEN SSTATE := S7;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (11 =DCE CLEAR INDICATION)
SPHASE .- CLR2;

OTHERWISE SPHASE .- CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S3*1

STATE S5; I*DTE waiting*1

MESSAGES;
I I =(DTE WAITING);
11 =(DCE-WAITING,

DCE-CONNECTION IN PROGRESS,
DCE-READY FOR DATA,
DCE-CLEAR-INDICATION);

END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);DURING 20 SEC THEN
SPHASE := CLR1;

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_WAITING);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (11 =DCE WAITING) SSTATE := S6;
WHEN (11 =DCE-CONNECTION IN PROGRESS)

- SSTATE := S11;
WHEN (11 =DCE READY FOR DATA) SPHASE := DT;
WHEN (11 =DCE-CLEAR-INDICATION)

SPHASE .- CLR2;
OTHERWISE SPHASE := CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S5*1
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STATE S6; I*DCE waiting*1

MESSAGES;
I I =[DTE DCE WAITING];
11 =[DCE-CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL,

DCE-PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER,
DCE-CLEAR INDICATION, 
DCE-CONNECTION IN PROGRESS,
DCE-READY FOR DATA];

END; l*messages*1 -

DATA =[DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
DCE-CALL-PROGRESS-SIGNAL,
DCE-PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,
DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION_CHARACTER];

FOR DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE
SSTATUS =["SEQUENCE ERROR",

"SEQUENC E-NOT FINISHED"];
FOR DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE

SSTATUS =["SEQUENCE ERROR",
" SEQUENCE NOT_FINIS HED"] ;

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_DCE_WAITING);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (11 =DCE CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL)

SEQUENTIAL-
SSCLEAR (DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE);
SSCONCATENATE - -

(DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
- -DCE CALL-PROGRESS SIGNAL);

SSSCAN (DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
- - - SSTATUS);

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE ERROR" THEN
SPHASE := CLR1;

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE NOT FINISHED"
THEN SSTATE := S7;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (11
=DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER)

SEQUENTIAL

SSCLEAR
(DCE PROVIDED_INFORMATIO~SEQUENCE);

SSCONCATENATE
(DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,

DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER);

SSSCAN
(DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,

- - -SSTATUS);

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE ERROR" THEN
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$PHASE := CLR1;

IF $STATUS ="SEQUENCE NOT FINISHED"
THEN SSTATE := S10;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (?? =DCE CONNECTION IN PROGRESS)
SSTATE := S11

WHEN (?? =DCE READY FOR DATA) SPHASE := DT;
WHEN (?? =DCE-CLEAR-INDICATION)

SPHASE := CLR2;
OTHERWISE SPHASE .- CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S6*1

STATE S7; I*DCE caLL progress sequence*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE];
?? =[DCE-CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL,

DCE CLEAR_INDICATION];

=[DTE WAIT,DTE TRY AGAIN,
DTE UNSUCCESSFUL CALL];

END; l*messages*1

DATA =[DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
DCE CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL];

FOR DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE
SSTATUS =["SEQUENCE ERROR",

"SEQUENCE-NOT FINISHED",
" DTE WAIT"," OrE TRY AGAIN",
"DTE UNSUCCESSFUL_CALL"];

;.

DO UNTIL (SSNMA)i DURING 2 SEC THEN
$PHASE := CLR1;

SIGNAL (!! <-
DTE DCE CALL_PROGRESS_SEQUENCE);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL)

SEQUENTIAL-
SSCONCATENATE

(DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
DCE CALL PROGRESS SIGNAL);

SSSCAN (DCE CALL PROGRESS SEQUENCE,
- - - SSTATUS);

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE ERROR" THEN
SPHASE := CLR1;

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE NOT FINISHED"
THEN SSTATE := S7;
IF SSTATUS ="WAIT" THEN

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (! <- DTE_WAIT);
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SSTATE := S6;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

IF SSTATUS ="TRY AGAIN" THEN
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <- DTE TRY AGAIN);
SPHASE := CLR1; - -
END; l*sequentiaL*1

IF SSTATUS ="UNSUCCESSFUL CALL" THEN
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <-
DTE UNSUCCESSFUL CALL);

SPHASE := CLR1;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

END; l*sequentiaL*1
WHEN (?? =DCE CLEAR INDICATION)

SPHASE .- CLR2;
OTHERWISE SPHASE .- CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S7*1

STATE S8; I*incoming caLL*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE INOMING CALL];
! =[DTE-DCE CALL REQUEST];
?? =[DCE-CLEAR INDICATION];
? =[DTE-ACCEPT CALL];
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);
MUSTART

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE INCOMING CALL);
SIGNAL (! <- DTE DCE CALL REQUEST);
END; l*mustart*l- - -

SELECT ($SLRM);
WHEN (? =DTE ACCEPT CALL) $STATE := S9;
WHEN (?? =DCE CLEAR-INDICATION)

SPHASE .- CLR2;
OTHERWISE SPHASE := CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S8*1

STATE S9; l*caLL accepted*1

MESSAGES;
I I =[DTE CALL ACCEPTED];
?? =[DCE-PROVIDED INFORMATION_CHARACTER,

DCE-READY FOR DATA,
DCE-CLEAR-INDICATION];

END; l*messages*1
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DATA =[DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,
DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION_CHARACTER);

FOR DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE
$STATUS =["SEQUENCE ERROR",

"SEQUENCE NOT_F INISHED");

DO UNTIL ($$NMA)i OUR ING 2 SEC THEN
$PHASE := CLR1;

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_CALL_ACCEPTED);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN

(11 =DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER)

SEQUENTIAL
$$CLEAR

(DCE PROVIDED_INFORMATION_SEQUENCE);

$$CONCATENATE
(DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,

DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER);

$$SCAN
(DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,

- - -$STATUS);

IF $STATUS ="SEQUENCE ERROR" THEN
$PHASE := CLR1;

IF $STATUS ="SEQUENCE NOT FINISHED"
THEN $STATE := S10;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (11 =DCE READY FOR DATA) $PHASE := DT;
WHEN (11 =DCE-CLEAR-INDICATION)

$PHASE := CLR2;
OTHERWISE $PHASE := CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S9*1

STATE S10; I*DCE provided information*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE_DCE_PROVIDED_INFORMATION);
I =

[DTE DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER,
DTE-DCE-PROVIDED-INFORMATION-COMPLETE);

11 =[DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER);
END; l*messages*l- -

DATA =[DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,
DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER);

FOR DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE
$STATUS =["SEQUENCE ERROR",

"SEQUENCE NOT_FINISHED",
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"SEQUENCE_COMPLETE"] ;

DO UNTIL (SSNMA); DURING 2 SEC THEN
SPHASE := CLR1;

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_DCE_PROVIDED_INFORMATION);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (??

=DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER)

SEQUENTIAL
SSCONCATENATE
(DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,

DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION CHARACTER);

SSSCAN
(DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION SEQUENCE,

-SSTATUS);

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE ERROR" THEN
SPHASE := CLR1;

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE NOT FINISHED"
THEN

SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <-
DTE DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION_CHARACTER);

SSTATE := S10;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

IF SSTATUS ="SEQUENCE COMPLETE" THEN
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <-
DTE DCE PROVIDED INFORMATION_CHARACTER);

SIGNAL (! <
DTE_DCE_PROVIDED_INFORMATION_COMPLETE);

SSTATE := S6;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

END; I*when cLause*1
OTHERWISE SPHASE .- CLR1;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S10*1

STATE S11; I*connection in progress*1

MESSAGES; .
!! =[DTE CONNECTION IN PROGRESS];
?? =[DCE-READY FOR DATA,

DCE-CLEAR-INDICATION];
END; I*messag es* 1
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DO UNT IL (SSNMA)
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_CONNECTION_IN~ROGRESS);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE READY FOR DATA) SPHASE := DT;
WHEN (?? =DCE-CLEAR-INDICATION)

$PHASE .- CLR2;
OTHERWISE $PHASE := CLR1;
END; 1* se Lec t* 1

END; I*state S11*1

END; I*phase CSU*I
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PHASE DT; I*data transfer*1

STATE =[S12] INIT S12;

STATE S12; I*DTE ready for data*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE READY FOR DATA,DTE DATA BIT];
11 =[DCE-DATA BIT,DCE CLEAR-INDICATION];
I =[DCE-RECEIVED DATA BIT];
1 =[DTE-SENDING DATA BIT,DTE CLEAR CALLJ;
END; I*messages*/ - - -

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_READY_FOR_DATA);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (11 =DCE DATA BIT)

SEQUENTIAL-
SIGNAL (! <- DCE RECEIVED DATA BIT)
SSTATE := S12;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (1 =DTE SENDING DATA BIT)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE DATA BIT);
SSTATE := S12; - -
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (11 =DCE CLEAR INDICATION)
SPHASE := CLR2;

WHEN (1 =DTE CLEAR CALL) SPHASE := CLR1;
OTHERWISE SPHASE := CLR1;
END;I*seLect*1

END; I*state S12*1

END; I*phase DT*I
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PHASE CLR1;

STATE =[S16,S17) INIT S16;

STATE S16; l*cLear request*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE CLEAR REQUEST);
?? =[DCE-CLEAR-CONFIRMATION);
! =[DTE-CALL CLEARING);
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA); DURING 2 SEC THEN
SPHASE := QSC2;

MUSTART
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_CLEAR_REQUEST);
SIGNAL (! <- DTE CALL CLEARING);
END; l*mustart*l-

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE CLEAR CONFIRMATION)

SSTATE := S17;
OTHERWISE SSTATE := S17;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S16*1

STATE S17; I*DCE cLear confirmation*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE DCE CLEAR CONFIRMATION);

=[DTE-CALL CLEARED);
?? =[DCE-READY);
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL (SSNMA~ DURING 2 SEC THEN
SPHASE := QSC2;

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_DCE_CLEAR_CONFIRMATION);

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (?? =DCE READY)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <- DTE CALL_CLEARED);
SPHASE := CSU;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

OTHERWISE SSTATE .- S17;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S17*1

END; I*phase CLR1*1
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PHASE CLR2;

STATE =[S19,S20] INIT S19;

STATE S19; I*DCE cLear indication*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE DCE CLEAR INDICATION];
! =[DTE-DCE-CLEAR-REQUESTJ;
1 =[DTE-CLEAR ACKNOWLEDGE];
END; I*messag es* 1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_DCE_CLEAR_INDICATION);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (1 =DTE CLEAR ACKNOWLEGDE)

$STATE := S20;
OTHERWISE $STATE .- S19;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S19*1

STATE S20; I*DTE cLear confirmation*1

MESSAGES;
!! =[DTE CLEAR CONFIRMATION];
11 =[DCE-READYJ;
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA)i OUR ING 2 SEC THEN
$PHASE := QSC2;

SIGNAL (!! <- DTE_CLEAR_CONFIRMATION);

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (11 =DCE READY) $PHASE := CSU;
OTHERWISE $PHASE := QSC2;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S20*1

END; I*phase CLR2*1

END; l*protocoL X21 DTE side*1
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5.2. A termination detection aLgorithm.

This aLgorithm is used in a distributed process, consisting of N
subprocesses, where each subprocess is impLemented in a machine
M(O),M(1), ••••• ,M(N-1). These machines can either be active or
passive.
When a machine is active, it performs a certain task, necessary to
achieve the desired finaL state of the distributed process. When
this task has been compLeted, the machine wiLL go into the passive
state.
The onLy way that it can become active again, is that some other
active machine sends a <message> to that machine. A machine can
onLy send <message>' s when it is active. These <message>'s can be
sent to any of the other machines.

The probLem to soLve is to determine when aLL machines are
passive. From the ruLe stated above that a machine can become
active again onLy when it receives a <message> from another
machine, it foLLows that when aLL machines are passive, the finaL
state has been reached, indicating that the distributed process has
terminated.
The detection of this finaL state has to be done without
introducing a speciaL "master machine", that can determine the
state (active or passive) of aLL machines at the same time. In
other words: this detection aLgorithm itseLf wiLL be distributed
over the machines.

We assume that one of the machines, M(O), has to detect the
termination. Furthermore we assume that a machine M(i) can inform
onLy machine M(i-1) about the status of the distributed process, in
order to reduce the traffic between the machines. This status
information can be sent and received as weLL in the active and in
the passive state!!
Hence, as far as the status information is concerned, the machines
are ordered in a ring (see fig.7 on page 57).
Note that this is not true for the exchange of <message>ls!!

The aLgorithm that we are going to describe beLow was deveLoped
by Edsger W. Oijkstra, W.H.J. Feyen and A.M.J. van Gasteren (see
ref [13]). It is independent from the states of the machines at
the time the aLgorithm is initiated.
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Machine M(O) wiLL start the detection aLgorithm, aLso caLLed the
probe, by sending a token to machine M(N-1). Machine M(N-1) wiLL
pass on this token to M(N-Z), as soon as M(N-1) is in the passive
state. We can turn this into a generaL ruLe:

RuLe 0: machine M(;) <O<i<N), wilL pass on the token to
M( i-1) if:

- it has the token;
- i tis i nthe pa ss i vestate •

If we wouLd assume that no <message>'s are exchanged, we couLd
state the foLLowing invariant (t denoting the number of the
machine where the token resides):

po: 'f/ [M(i) is passive]
t<i<N

This means that if t=O and M(O) is passive, we have detected the
termination of the distributed process. Under this condition, M(O)
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onLy has to wait for the token to return and its own task to
terminate.

However, this aLgorithm is not correct if <message>'s are
exchanged. We then have to deaL with the possibiLity that an
active machine M(j) with O<=j<=t can make machine M(i) with
t<i<N active again by sending a <message> to it.
This can deny the invariant above and therefore, this invariant has
to be ex tended.

To remember that PO has been denied by M(j), we wiLL introduce
the concept of "coLoured" machines: a machine is said to be either
"bLack" or "white". The coLour of a machine is governed
(partiaLLy) by the foLLowing ruLe:

RuLe 1: M(j), wiLL make its coLour bLack when it sends
a <message> to M(i) with O<=j<=t and t<i<N.

The carefuL reader wiLL notice that this ruLe can't be obeyed by
any machine as a machine M(j) does not know where the token
resides (except when j=t)!
RuLe 1 therefore changes into:

RuLe 1': a machine wiLL make its coLour bLack when it
sends a <message> to another machine.

This is a weaker ruLe as it does not deny PO in the case where
i<t. This new ruLe aLLows us to extend the invariant with the
pred i cate:

p1: 3 [M(j) is bLack]
0<= j<=t

The tota L invariant then becomes: PO V P1.

The next probLem is to transport the information that a machine is
bLack to M(O), as this machine has to detect the termination. This
can best be done by introducing coLoured tokens, because the token
wiLL once return to M(O). The coLour of the token is determined by
the ruLe:

RuLe 2: a machine M(i) <O<i<N), passes on a bLack token
to M(i-1) if it is bLack itseLf, otherwise it
Leaves the coLour of the token unchanged.
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As the information that PO may have been faLsified, has been
"piggybacked" onto the token, it impLies that this information wilL
once reach M(O). Therefore the coLour of the machine that did the
"piggybacking" has to be reset to white. This is stated in:

RuLe 3: when a bLack machine passes on the token, the
coLour of this machine w;LL be set to white.

This ruLe however, may deny P1 again, so we have to extend our
invariant again with:

PZ [the token is bLack]

The invariant therewith becomes: PO V P1 V PZ.

The onLy thing we stiLL have to specify, is what M(O) has to do
when the token returns. Let us first determine when M(O) can
detect the termination of aLL subprocesses.

Using the invariant, this is rather simpLe to see. First of aLL, the
foLLowing predicates have to hoLd:

- the token has returned (t=O)i
- the token is white (NOT(PZ»i
- M(O) ;s white (NOT(P1»i

When these conditions are not met, we say that there has been an
unsuccessfuL probe, otherwise the probe is said to have been
successfuL. In the case of an unsuccessfuL probe, M(O) wiLL obey:

RuLe 4: when M(O) detects an unsuccessfuL probe, it
wiLL initiate a new probe immediateLy.

How M(O) initiates a new probe is stated in:

RuLe 5: M(O) initiates a new probe by making itseLf
white and then passing on a white token to
M( N-1 ) •

If the probe has been successfuL, M(O) is stiLL not abLe to detect
the termination as M(O) itseLf can be active.

Therefore, if M(O) is passive when a successfuL probe is detected,
the termination of the distributed process is a fact.

If M(O) is active, M(O) wiLL wait for its task to terminate. If this
happens, then the termination of aLL subprocesses is a fact.
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However, it can aLso happen that the task that is running in the
active machine M(O), sends a <message> to another machine,
thereby turning its own coLour into bLack. This means that the
probe is unsuccessfuL after aLL and that a new probe has to be
initiaLized.

* * *

We now have compLeted the description of the aLgorithm. The next
thing to do, in order to be abLe to specify this aLgorithm for
machine M(O), is to fit M(O) into the modeL as described in
chapter 2.

We decided to spLit M(O) into two Layers:

- a task Layer, impLementing the the task that M(O)
has to perform incLuding the termination detection;

- an I/O Layer taking care of the <message>- and token
hand Ling.

The termination detection aLgorithm is the interface between these
two Layers and as such beLongs to the task Layer. This means that
the detection aLgorithm aLso is concerned with the sending and
receiving of <message>'s (see fig.8).

TASK LAY ER

TERM. DI;T. ALGORITHM

I/O LAYER

M(O)

fig .8

In fig.9 on page 63, a state machine description is given. The
transitions in this diagram have been numbered using the source
and destination state-number as indexes. To these transitions
beLong certain condition- and action expressions. A transition can
be made, onLy if the condition expression hoLds. If a transition ;s
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made, the action-expression of that transition wiLL be executed.
The syntax and semantics of these expressions are given in tabLe 1
on page 64.

The Listing of the transitions used in fig.9, together with their
condition- and action expressions is given in tabLe 2 on page 65.
For reasons of cLarity and brevity, a shorthand notation has been
used for these expressions:

- "?? = <message name>" stands for the predicate:
"the message <message name> has arrived"; thi s pre
dicate describes the semantics of the <WHEN cLause>
of MCl;

- "!! <- <message name>" stands for the action: "send
the message <message name> to (in this case) the 1/0
Layer; this action describes the semantics of the
corresponding <signaLLing statement> of MCl.

The other expressions are abbreviated anaLogousLy.

To give some exampLes how one shouLd "read" the state machine in
fig.9 in cooperation with tabLes 1 and 2:....

- being in state Si,(the initiaL state of the initiaL
phase of the protocoL), transition Ti1 wiLL be made
if the task Layer wants to start the detection aLgo
rithm (? =SD) and by firing this transition an indi
cation to the 1/0 Layer wiLL be given (!! <- SWT)
that a white token must be sent;

- being in state S4, meaning that the coLour of M(O)
is bLack and that no task is running in the task
Layer of M(O), transition T40a wiLL be made if a
white token has arrived (?? =WTR); as the coLour of
M(O) is bLack, we can concLude that the probe has
been unsuccessfuL and that, according to ruLe 4, a
new probe has to be initiaLized;
ruLe 5 then states that the coLour of M(O) must be
set to white and that M(O) has to pass on a white
token to M(N-1);
M(O) remains passive as no <message> fom another
machine did arrive;
hence, the next state must be SO, meaning that M(O)
is white and passive, and that the action expression
must be "!! <- SWT".

By reading the state machine in fig.9 Like this, the reader can
easiLy see that it modeLs the termination detection aLgorithm
correctLy.

We now can turn to the actuaL specification of this aLgorithm
using MCl as described in chapter 4.
The division of the protocoL into phases has been done rather
straightforward. M(O) can be bLack or white and at the same time
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active or passive. Hence a division into four phases seems to be a
LogicaL division, resuLting in the phases BLACK ACTIVE,
BLACK PASSIVE, WHITE ACTIVE and WHITE PASSIVE. -
Furthermore we have Tntroduced an initiaL phase caLLed START.
This phase initiates the first probe and wiLL become the currentLy
active phase again, onLy when termination has been detected.
The reader shouLd now be abLe to foLLow the specification beLow,
using the state machine in fig.9 and the tabLes 1 and 2.
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machine M(O)
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/
/
/

syntax
/
/
/

semanti cs
/
/
/

indication to the task Layer
that the aLgorithm has ended
(Termination Detected)

indication from the I/O Layer
that a <message> has been re
ceived (Input Buffer Fu Ll)

indication from the task Lay
er that M(O) is in the pas
sive state (Task CompLete)

indication from the task Lay
er that a message has to be
sent (Output Buffer Fu Ll)

indication from the I/O Layer
that a bLack token has been
received (BLack Token Recei
ved)

indication from the I/O Layer /
that a white token has been /
received (Wh i te To ken Recei- /
ved) /

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

indication to the I/O Layer
that a white token has to be
transmitted to M(N-1) (Send
Wh i te To ken)

indication to the task Layer
that a <message> has been re
ceived (Input Buffer Data
VaLid)

indication to the I/O Layer
that that the task Layer has
a <message> to send to
another machine (Output Buf
fer Data VaLid)

indication from the task Lay
er that the aLgorithm has to
be initiaLized (Start Detec
tion)

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

<- TO

<- IBDV

I I <- OBDV

?? = BTR

?? = WTR

?? = IBF

!! <- SWT

? = TC

? = SO

? = OBF

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

tabLe 1
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-------------------------------------------------------------
/ transi t ion / condition / action /
/ number / expression / expression /
-------------------------------------------------------------
/ / / /
/ TOO / ?? = BTR / I I <- SWT /
/ T01 / ?? = IBF / I <- IBOV /
/ TOi / 11 = WTR / <- TO /
/ / / /
/ T11a / 11 = BTR / I I <- SWT /
/ T11b / ?? = IBF / <- IBOV /
/ T12 / ?? = WTR / NOP /
/ T13 / 1 = OBF / I I <- OBOV /
/ / / /
/ T21 / 1 = OBF / SEQUENTIAL /
/ / / I I <- OBOV /
/ / / I' <- SWT /
/ / / END; /
/ T2i / 1 = TC / I <- TO /
/ / / /
/ T31a / ?? = WTR / I I <- SWT /
/ T31b / ?? = BTR / I I <- SWT /
/ T33a / 1 = OBF / I I <- OBOV /
/ T33b / ?? = IBF / <- IBOV /
/ T34 / 1 = TC / /
/ / / /
/ T40a / ?? = WTR / I I <- SWT /
/ T40b / ?? = BTR / I I <- SWT /
/ T43 / ?? = IBF / <- IBOV /
/ / / /
/ Ti1 / 1 SO / I I <- SWT /
/ / / /
-------------------------------------------------------------

tabLe 2
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PROTOCOL TERM_DET;

PHASE =[WHITE PASSIVE, WHITE ACTIVE, BLACK PASSIVE,
BLACK ACTIVE,START]-INIT START; -

PHASE ~TART;

STATE =[S;] INIT S;;

STATE S;;

MESSAGES;
? =[SD];
!! =[SWTJ;
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);
NOP;

SELECT (SSLRM);
WHEN (? =SD)

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
SPHASE := WHITE ACTIVE;
END; l*sequent;aL*1

OTHERWISE SSTATE .- S;;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S;*I

END; I*phase START*I

PHASE WHITE_ACTIVE;

STATE =[S1,S2] INIT S1;

STATE S1;

MESSAGES;
?? =[BTR,WTR,IBF];
? =[OBF, TC];
!! =[OBDV,SWTJ;
! =[IBDV]
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL (SSNMA);
NOP;
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SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (?? =BTR)

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
$STATE := S1;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (?? =WTR) $STATE := S2;
WHEN (?? =IBF)

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (! <- IBDV);
$STATE := S1;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (? =OB F)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <- OBDV);
$PHASE := BLACK ACTIVE;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (? =TC) $PHASE := WHITE PASSIVE;
OTHERWISE $STATE .- S1; -
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S1*1

STATE S2;

MESSAGES;
? =[OBF,TCJ
!! =COBDV,SWTJ
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
NOP;

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (? =OB F)

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (!! <- OSDV);
SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
$STATE := S1;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (? =TO
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <- TO);
$PHASE := START;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

OTHERWISE $STATE := S2;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S2*1

END; I*phase white active*1
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PHASE BLACK_ACTIVE;

STATE =[S3J INIT S3;

STATE S3;

MESSAGES;
?1 =[IBF,BTR,WTRJ;
1 =[OBF, TCJ;
!! =[OBDV,SWTJ;
! =CIBDVJ;
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
NOP;

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (11 =IBF)

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (! <- IBDV);
$STATE := S3;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (11 =BTR)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
$PHASE := WHITE ACTIVE;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (11 =WTR)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
$PHASE := WHITE ACTIVE;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (1 =OBF)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <- OBDV);
$STATE := S3;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (1 =TC) PHASE := BLACK_PASSIVE;
OTHERWISE $STATE .- S3;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S3*1

END; I*phase bLack active*1
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PHASE BLAC~ASSIVE;

STATE =(S5] INIT S5;

STATE S5;

MESSAGES;
?? =(BTR,WTR,IBF];
!! =(SWTJ;
! =(IBDV];
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
NOP;

SELECT ($$LRM);
WHEN (?? =BTR)

SEQUENTIAL
SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
$PHASE := WHITE PASSIVE;
END; l*sequent;aL*1

WHEN (?? =WTR)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
$PHASE := WHITE PASSIVE;
END; l*sequent;aL*1

WHEN (?? =IBF)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <- IBDV);
$PHASE := BLACK ACTIVE;
END; l*sequent;aL*1

OTHERWISE $STATE := S5;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state S5*1

END; I*phase bLack pass;ve*1

PHASE WHITE_PASSIVE;

STATE =(SO] INIT SO;

MESSAGES;
?? =(BTR, WTR, IB F];

=(IBDV, TO,];
!! =(SWTJ;
END; l*messages*1

DO UNTIL ($$NMA);
NOP;

SELECT ($$LRM);
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WHEN (?? =BTR)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (!! <- SWT);
SSTATE := SO;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (?? =WTR)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <- TD);
SPHASE := START;
END; l*sequentiaL*1

WHEN (?? =IBF)
SEQUENTIAL

SIGNAL (! <- IBDV);
SPHASE := WHITE ACTIVE;
END; l*sequent;aL*1

OTHERWISE SSTATE .- SO;
END; l*seLect*1

END; I*state SO*I

END; I*phase white pass;ve*1

END; l*protocoL term det*1
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6. MCl compiLation.

Before a computer program, described in some high LeveL
programming Language, can be executed by a computer, it has to be
"compi Led" •
Thi s task is performed by a so caL Led "compi Ler". A compi Ler
transforms the high LeveL Language computer program into machine
code that the computer can execute after it has been Linked with
Library routines and Loaded into the memory of the computer (see
fig.10).

computer
program

-
intermediate

code -
relocatable

code -
-t compiler -

linkage
editor

library
routines

fig.10

-

-
..

CPU

.... loader

'.=11=
computer
memory

executable

code -

MCl however, was designed to describe paraLLeL processing of tasks
using the temporaL ordered statement as described in paragraph
4.5.5.
In theory, these temporaL orderings cannot be executed by a
computer as this wouLd require an infinite number of CPU's.

But, as we wanted to be abLe to transLate an MCl program into a
Petri Net and as Petri Nets are suited for the description of
temporaL orderings (see paragraph 3.2), the MCl-compiLer that we
are going to describe in this chapter, does not produce executabLe
machine code but an executabLe Petri Net.
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This enabLes us to design a protocoL in MCl, then compiLe it into
a Petri Net and verify this Petri Net by using the verification
program deveLoped by de Veer (see ref[14]). Depending upon the
resuLt of this verification, the MCl specification can be adapted,
compiLed and verified again etc., untiL a correct protocoL resuLts.
The MCl program of that protocoL can then be used as the officiaL
specification (see fig.11).
At this point, it wiLL be cLear to the reader why we wanted a
strong reLation between MCl and Petri Nets as stated in paragraph
3.2.

MCl "executable"
program Petri Net- -... .... "".-

verification
design MCl . program OK?

y
~ -4 compiler -

N

...

fig.11

In the foLLowing paragraphs, we wiLL first discuss the Petri Net
modeL that is to be the target of the MCl-compiLer.
In paragraph 6.2, the compiLation of an MCl-state as described in
chapter 4, into a Petri Net with a fixed structure wiLL be treated.
FinaLLy, in the paragraphs 6.3 and 6.4, the "compilation aLgo
rithm" for a temporaL ordered statement (one of the most
important constructs in MCl) wiLL be described.
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6.1. Petri Net modeL.

The Petri Net modeL that we wiLL use is a smaLLer version of the
modeL used by de Veer for his verification program (see ref[14] pp
35-43).

Of course there are the normaL pLaces and transitions, together
with the reguLar firing ruLes as used in the standard Petri Net
(see ref[3] and ref[4]).
Furthermore we assume a safe Petri Net, meaning that a pLace can
contain no more than one token.

Besides these two eLements, de Veer and Schooren (see ref[19])
introduced the variabLe.
A variabLe can assume certain vaLues. It can be connected both as
input and output eLement to a transition. The symboL used for the
variabLe is given in fig.12.

VARIABLE

fig.12

A vaLue is assigned to a variabLe by an action expression. This
action expression beLongs to a transition that has the variabLe in
question as an output eLement.
Such an action expression may contain aLL defined APL functions
(both dyadic and monadic) on the input variabLes of that
transition. ALso user defined functions are aLLowed.

A transition may aLso have a condition expression attached to it.
A condition expression has the same form as an action expression,
but it aLso uses the reLationaL operators and invoLves onLy input
variabLes.

Besides the standard firing ruLes in a Petri Net, we now add the
foLLowing firing ruLes:

if a transition has a condition expression attached
to it, then it may fire onLy when the condition ex
pression hoLds;

- if a transition has ·an action expression attached to
it, then this action expression wiLL be executed
when the transition fires.

To give an exampLe: in fig.13 on page 74, the condition expression
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CE invoLves the input variabLes IV1 and IV2. The condition
expression sais that transition T may fire, onLy when IV1=3 and
IV2=5. When T fires, the action expression AE wiLL be executed.
The action expression sais that IV3 wiLL get the vaLue of the
resuLt of the addition of IV1 and IV2. So after T has fired, IV3
wiLL have the vaLue 8.

3

T

5
CE: IV1: 3 1\ IV 2 : 5

AE: IV3 <l- IV1 + IV2

fig.13

8

The Last noveLty that de Veer and Schooren introduced, is the
timing concept, in order to be abLe to perform a time-anaLysis of
a process that is modeLLed with a Petri Net.
A timing intervaL [Tmin,Tmax] may be attached to a pLace. This
intervaL impLies another firing ruLe:

a transition may fire onLy when the tokens in aLL
input pLaces of a transition, reside there more than
Tmin time-units and no more than Tmax time-units;
if a token remains in an input pLace of a transition
Longer than Tmax time-units, this transition cannot
fire anymore;
if Tmin or Tmax are not specified, it means that
there are no restraints on the minimum and maximum
number of time-units respectiveLy, that the token
has to reside in that pLace.

The FIFO-queue eLement that de Veer introduced wiLL be discarded.
It was introduced to modeL the "channeL" through whi ch messages
are exchanged.
However, MCl defines that in a state, onLy one out of a number of
messages can be received and processed and that aLL other
messages that arrive during the execution of the first one, wiLL be
Lost. Therefore we do not need to use the queue eLement.

* * *
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Resuming, our Petri Net can be buiLt with the eLements as given in
fig.14 on page 76. ALso the aLLowed connections between the
eLements are drawn in fig.14 on page 76.
Furthermore, a transition in the Petri Net may fire onLy if:

- aLL input pLaces contain a token;
- the condition expression that is attached to the

transition hoLds (if there is no condition ex
pression attached to a transition, this ruLe can
be discarded);

- each input pLace contains a token more than Tmin
time-units and Less than Tmax time-units, incLuding
Tmin and Tmax themseLves (the vaLues of Tmin and
Tmax can be different for each input pLace).
If Tmin and Tmax are not specified, there are no re
straints on the minimum and maximum number of time
units respectiveLy, that a token has to reside in
that pLace.

If a transition fires, then:

- aLL input pLaces wiLL Lose their token;
- aLL output pLaces wiLL get a tok~n;

- if there is an action expression attached to the
transition, this action expression wiLL be executed.

Now that the Petri Net modeL has been discussed, we can turn to
the basic Mel compiLation aLgorithm.
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VARIABLE

CE:C I 1 TRANSITION
AE:A

1.--

fig.14
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6.2. Basic MCl compilation algorithm.

In MCl, all states are similar to each other in regard to their
execution. First we wait for a message to arrive. Then, dependent
on which message did arrive and (if there exists a time-out
clause) if it arrived in time, some temporal ordered statement will
be executed.
Finally, a transition to a state inside the same phase or to the
initial state of another phase will be made and the whole sequence
will repeat itself.

Therefore, the basic thought behind the compilation algorithm is to
compile the semantics of an MCl-state as described in paragraph
4.5, into a Petri Net that has a "fixed" structure.
This fixed Petri Net is given in fig.15 on page 78.

This opens the possibility to translate all states of an MCl
program into a Petri Net that has the structure of fig.15 and then
verify these Petri Nets whenever that particular state becomes the
currently active state. By doing so, the whole protocol described
in an MCl program, can be verified automatically using a computer
system, without creating such big Petri Nets that the verification
fails, due to a shortage of memory in the computer system.

The MCl compilation can be div{ded into three steps performed by
three programs:

- an MCl parser that separates the different syn
tactical structures of an MCl program and performs
a check on the correctness of the MCl program both
in a syntactical and semantical way;

- an MCl translator that builds the Petri Net of
fig.15;

- an MCl loader that loads the Petri Net of the cur
rently active state into the memory of the computer
system and activates the verification program.

These tasks will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Because of time constraints on the author's graduation project, we
will only discuss what the MCl parser, MCl translator and MCl
loader should do, leaving the actual implementation of them to be
done by the author's successors in this project.

But before going into this discussion, it will be demonstrated to
the reader that the Petri Net in fig.15 correctly implements the
semantics of an MCl-state as defined in chapter 4.

* * *
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AE:T..-O

AE: T...-T+1

[1.1]

AE: NMA.....-1 AE: NMA.-O

AE: TOS (41)

I
I

•
I
I•

fig.15

CE: T>Tout
AE: TOS (51)

AE:TOS(4x)

CE: T~Tout
AE: TOS(52)
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In the Petri Net of fig.15 on page 78, the variabLe T represents
the number of time-units that has eLapsed during the execution of
that Petri Net and equaLs the "system cLock" of the verification
program of de Veer (see ref[14]).

If P1 contains a token, then T1 is the onLy transition that may
fire. After T1 has fired and T is set to zero, two processes wiLL
be started concurrentLy:

- the updating of T, to keep it equaL to the "system
cLock" of the verification program, modelled by pLace
P2 and transition T2;

- a process that, dependent on the vaLues of T and NMA,
executes some temporaL ordered statement(s).

At this moment, pLace P2 and P3 contain a token and T=O.
OnLy transitions T31 and T32 can fire now, without the system
cLock of the verification program having to be incremented.
Therefore, transition T2 is stiLL disabLed to fire.

If T31 fires, NMA wiLL get the vaLue 1, indicating that a new
mesage has arrived. If T32 fires, NMA wiLL get the vaLue 0,
indicating that no new message has arrived. The verification
program wiLL fire these transitions one by one and therewith
creates two new states of the Petri Net (the state of a Petri Net
is defined by the "marking" of the Net and the vaLues of the
variabLes). The verification program wiLL verify the Petri Net for
each of these two states.

If T31 has fired, T4 has a token. ALL transitions T41, ••••••• , T4x
can fire now. Just as in the case of T31 and T32, the verification
program wiLL fire these transitions one by one and wiLL create x
new states of the Petri Net.
The number x equaLs the totaL number of messages that can be
received in this state pLus 1 (this extra one is used to account for
the case of the undefined message).
Each one of these x states wiLL be verified by the verification
program, meaning that the MCl-state wiLL be verified for the
arrivaL of each of the possibLe messages incLuding the undefined
one. In each one of the x states, exactLy one of the temporaL
ordered statements TOS(41), ••••• TOS(4x) wiLL be executed (these
temporaL ordered statements are the temporaL ordered statements
of the <SELECT statement> in MCl).

During the execution of one of the TOS(4i), the system cLock
might be incremented a number of times and therewith transition
T2 wiLL be enabLed to fire, so that the vaLue of T wiLL be updated.
In TOS(4i) a transition to a new state inside the same phase or
the initiaL state of another phase has to be specified.
How we wiLL modeL the actuaL execution of a temporaL ordered
statement wiLL be the topic of paragraph 6.3.

If T32 fires instead of T31, TOS(52) wiLL be executed as T stiLL
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has the vaLue 0 (TOS(52) is the temporaL ordered statement of the
<WAIT statement> in MCl).
TOS(52) might contain a transition to another MCl-state.
During the execution of TOS(52), T might be updated as expLained
above.

After TOS(52) has been executed and when no transition to
another MCl-state has been made, P2 has a token, P3 has a token
and T has a vaLue greater than or equaL to O.
As above, exactLy one of the transitions T31 or T32 can fire,
therewith assigning a vaLue to NMA.

If NMA=O and T<=Tout (Tout is the vaLue as given in the <TIME
OUT statement> of MCl, within which a message must have
arrived), onLy transition T52 can fire and the verification program
wiLL proceed as expLained above.

If NMA=O and T>Tout onLy transition T51 can fire and the
verification program wiLL execute TOS(51) (TOS(51) is the temporaL
ordered statement of the <TIME-OUT statement in MCl).
In TOS(51) a transition to another state has to be specified.

The case that NMA=1 has aLready been treated above.

This rather profound discussion shouLd convince the reader that the
Petri Net in fig.15 correctLy modeLs the semantics of an MCl
state.

There is onLy one point that needs further discussion. MCloffers
the possibiLity of not specifying a time out. This means that the
vaLue of Tout="infinity" so as to prevent transition T51 from
firing. However, the verification program of de Veer does not have
the possibility of a symboL representing "infinity". Therefore, in
this particuLar case, transition T51 shouLd not be created and the
condition expression of transition T52 shouLd be Left out, therewith
turning transition T52 into the onLy one that can be fired when
NMA=O.

* * *

We wiLL now go into a deeper treatise on the three compiLation
steps of an MCl program.
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6.2.1. MCl parser.

First of aLL, the parser shouLd parse an MCl program into separate
states and phases and perform a check upon the syntacticaL and
semanticaL correctness of the program, using the BNF description
of paragraph 4.5.
Furthermore, the MCl parser shouLd produce a datastructure that
we wilL caLL the "protocoL descriptor". The protocoL descriptor
contains the foLLowing information:

- the name of the protocoL;
- the name of the initiaL phase of the protocoL;
- a pointer to the "phase descriptor List".

The phase descriptor List is a List of "phase descriptors". Phase
descriptors contain the foLLowing information:

- the name of the phase;
- the initiaL state of the phase;
- a pointer to the "state descriptor List" of that

particuLar phase;
- a pointer to the next phase descriptor.

A state descriptor List is a List of "state descriptors" that
uniqueLy beLongs to one phase descriptor. A state descriptor
contains the foLLowing information:

- the state name;
- aLL input and output messages, differentiated for

each of the four possibLe directions as given in the
message enumeration;

- the names of aLL datastructures as given in the data
enumerat ion;

- aLL possibLe vaLues of SSTATUS for each datastructure
as given in the status enumeration;

- aLL temporaL ordered statements used in the state,
together with the transitions in fig.15 to which they
beLong;

- a pointer to the next state descriptor in the state
descriptor List.

The structure of a protocoL descriptor is given in fig.16 on page
82.
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The foLLowing temporaL ordered statements shouLd be stored in a
state descriptor together with the transitions in fig.15 to which
they beLong:

- the temporaL ordered statement of the <WAIT state
ment> in MCl, that is TOS(52) in fig.15;

- the temporaL ordered statement of the <TIME OUT
statement> in MCl, that is TOS(51) in fig.15;

- the temporaL ordered statements of the <SELECT state
ment> in MCl, that is TOS(41), •••• ,TOS(4x) in fig.15.

The protocoL descriptor we have created now, has to be deLivered
to the MCl transLator, the next step in the compiLation of an MCl
program.
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6.2.2. MCl transLator.

For each of the states in an MCl program, this transLator has to
buiLd the Petri Net of fig.1S. The buiLding of these Petri Nets is
bound to one heavy restriction:

the representation of the resuLting Petri Net shouLd
be compatibLe with the representation that de Veer
uses.

In order to be abLe to buiLd such a Petri Net, the MCl transLator
has to have access to the protocoL descriptor as produced by the
MCl parser. The MCl transLator then has to determine the vaLues x
and Tout (which are necessary to be abLe to buiLd the Petri Net of
fig.1S) from each of the state descriptors in the protocoL
descriptor. ALso the temporaL ordered statements TOS(41), •••• ,
TOS(4x), TOS(S1) and TOS(S2) have to be read from each state
descriptor and transLated into (sub-) Petri Nets that have to be
attached to the transitions T41, ••••• , T4x, TS1 and TS2. How the
transLation of temporaL ordered statements into these (sub-) Petri
Nets goes wiLL be discussed in section 6.3 and 6.4.

ALL the resuLting Petri Nets (one for each MCl-state) can then be
stored on some background memory. A directory that points to
these Petri Nets shouLd aLso be made by the transLator and
deLivered to the MCl Loader that wiLL be discussed next.
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6.2.3. MCl Loader.

The task of the MCl Loader is to Load the Petri Net of the
currentLy active state as stored on background memory by the
transLator, into the computer memory, pLace a token in P1 and then
activate the verification program of de Veer.
At the very beginning of the verification, the MCl Loader is
activated by the transLator itseLf (or any other monitoring
program) to Load the initiaL state of the initiaL phase of the
protocoL.

However, the biggest probLem with the MCl Loader is that
whenever the verification program encounters a <TRANSITION
statement>, the MCl Loader has to be activated again with the
name of the new currentLy active phase and state as parameters so
that the MCl Loader can determine which Petri Net it shouLd Load.
This means that the transLator shouLd produce some kind of
"speciaL statement" for the verification program that causes the
verification program of de Veer to activate the MCl Loader.
This on its turn, means that the verification program has to be
adapted.

Another hazardous thing is that the verification program wiLL
generate aLL possibLe exits from a state. Therewith it creates,
starting in one state, severaL "next" states. ALL these different
"next" states have to be Loaded and verified, Leading to an
expanding number of transition sequences. The administration of aLL
these sequences shouLd aLso be done by the MCl Loader.

Different soLutions can be thought of. Which soLution turns out to
be the best heaviLy depends on the impLementation of the parser,
transLator and Loader and is a point for further research.

We have now reached the point where we need to discuss the most
interesting aspect of the MCl compiLation: the modeLLing of the
execution of a temporaL ordered statement.
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6.3. ModeLLing temporaL orderings with a Petri Net.

Each temporaL ordered statement in the Petri Net of fig.15 has to
be modeLLed with a Petri Net that impLements the desired temporaL
orderings. These Petri Nets then have to be attached to the Petri
Net in fig.1~ thus creating a compLete Petri Net that contains the
temporaL orderings as used in the MCl program. As a temporaL
ordered statement may consist of other statements that are
temporaLLy ordered (see paragraph 4.5.5.), it might be necessary to
repeat this strategy recursiveLy a number of times.
This strategy shouLd be heLd in mind by the reader in the
remaining part of this chapter.
For the moment, it is time to answer the question: how do we
impLement the temporaL orderings of MCl in a Petri Net?

The onLy reason why we can taLk about temporaL orderings at aLL,
is the fact that we defined in paragraph 4.5 that the execution of
an action as described with an action expression in our Petri Net
modeL, takes a finite amount of time.
If we Look at the execution of an action, we can see two
important time constants, reLated to two important events (see aLso
fig.17>:

- the start of the execution;
from the moment that we start observing the system
where the action is executed (T=O), it takes Tb
time-units before the execution actuaLLy starts;

- the termination of the execution;
when once the execution has started, it wiLL take Te
time-units before the execution has terminated.

AI, I
I I

I
I I

I I •0 T
b

Tb+Te T

fig.17
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The timing description in fig.17 in regard to the execution of an
action, can be modeLLed with the Petri Net of fig.18:

fig.18

A token in pLace Pw indicates that we are waiting for the
execution to begin. A token in Pw remains there for exactLy Tb
time-units. Then Tw fires and Pex gets a token indicating that the
execution has started. Pex wiLL hoLd its token during Te time-units.
Then Tex fires and the action A itseLf wiLL be executed. Note that
this execution takes zero time-units (therefore we have to use the
Petri Net in fig.18 to modeL that the execution takes a finite
amount of time).
FinaLLy, Pr has a token, indicating that the execution has
terminated.

Using the Petri Net of fig.18, we are abLe to describe aLL possibLe
temporaL orderings that exist (of course the number of possibLe
temporaL orderings is Limited).
For exampLe if we take two actions A1 and A2, we can modeL aL L
temporaL orderings as defined in Mel, using the Petri Net in fig.19
on page 89 as basic construct. In this basic construct, we can
recognize the Petri Net of fig.18 used for each of the actions A1
and A2. To modeL the different temporaL orderings, this basic
construct has to be rebuiLt. How it has to be rebuiLt is rendered
in fig.20-24 on the pages 90-94 for each of the five temporaL
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orderings that have been defined in Mel.

As can be seen from fig.20 and 21, it is even possibLe to modeL
the amount of time with which the actions are sequenced and
deLayed respectiveLy. This is of speciaL interest to the
specification and verification of hardware protocoLs.

!n the case of MUSTART, the onLy thing to be done is to
determine the minimum vaLue Tb of alL Tb[!]'s and substitute this
minimum vaLue for aLL Tb[!]'s.

The pLaces Pwx and Pexx in fig.24 for MUTERM, are meant to
prohibit aLL other transitions Tw[J] and Tex[J] from firing once
the first transition Tex[!] has fired (!<>J).
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fig.19

AE: A[2]



AE: All1

90

f;9· 20

AE: A[2]



AE:A[11

91

f; 9 .21

AE: A[2]
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fig.22

AE: A[2]



fig.23

AE: A[2]



AE: A[11

94

fig.24

AE: At2]
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Now that we have shown that the temporaL orderings of Mel can
be modeLLed with a Petri Net, we can discuss the construction
aLgorithm that wiLL buiLd the Petri Nets as given in fig.20-24 on
the preceding pages.
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6.4. The construction algorithm.

Before we turn to the description of the algorithm in pseudo
PASCAL, we will have to make an agreement on the representation
of the Petri Net in this program.
It should be noted that we will use a VAR ARRAY in this
program, a construct that does not exist Tn regular PASCAL. A
VAR ARRAY[1 •• KJ, is an array that has a variable length with a
maxTmum of K elements.

All places in the Petri Net are stored in the array P[INDEXJ of
RECORD's. The type INDEX is a subrange 1•• N of the integers. N
is the maximum number of places that the Petri Net can hold. The
variable FPIX is a pointer into this array, pointing at a free
location.
A place is stored as a RECORD that has the following items:

MINTIME, the mlnlmum time that a token has to re
side in the place before it enables its output
transitions to fire;

- MAXTIME, the maximum time that a token may reside
in the place before it disables its output transi
tions to fire.

All transitions in the Petri Net are stored in the array T[INDEXJ
of RECORD's. N is the maximum number of transitions that the
Petri Net can hold. The variable FTIX is a pointer into this array,
pointing at a free location.
A transition is stored as a RECORD that has the following items:

COND EXPR, the condition expression that belongs to
the transition;

- ACT EXPR, the action expression that belongs to the
transition.

The conditon- and action expressions are stored in a STRING: a
VAR ARRAY[1 •• MJ of characters. Mis the maximum number of
characters that an expression can hold.
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The connections between the pLaces and transitions are stored in
an array CON[INDEX,INDEX] of ARROW. ARROW is a set of
vaLues consisting of the eLements: ->, <-, <-> and X. These vaLues
have the foLLowing meaning:

when CON[i,j] = ->, pLace P[i] is an input pLace
of transition T[j];
when CON[i,j] = <-, pLace P[i] is an output pLace
of transition T[j];

- when CON[i,j] = <->, pLace P[i] is both an input
and an output pLace of transition T[j];

- when CON[i,j] = X, pLace P[i] is not connected
to transition T[j].

The Last important datastructure that we wiLL use, is the <TOS>. It
is a VAR ARRAY[1 •• M] of STRING's. A <TOS> contains a temporaL
ordered statement. Each constituing statement of this temporaL
ordered statement is stored as an eLement of this array.

ALL these datastructure types are formaLLy defined beLow:

TYPE PLACE = ARRAY[INDEX] OF RECORD
MINTIME:INTEGER;
MAXTIME:INTEGER;
END;I*record*1

TYPE TRANS = ARRAY[INDEX] OF RECORD
COND EXPR:STRING;
ACT EXPR:STRING;
END;I*record*1

TYPE CON MATRIX = ARRAY[INDEX,INDEX] OF ARROW;

TYPE <TOS> = VAR ARRAY[1 •• M] OF STRING;

TYPE STRING = VAR ARRAY[1 •• M] OF CHAR;

TYPE INDEX = 1•• N;

TYPE ARROW = [<-,->,<->,X];

* * *
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To improve the readabiLity of the program we wiLL define some
utiLity procedures that are usefuL in buiLding the Petri Net:

PROCEDURE CREATE PLACE (VAR: NPIX,FPIX:INDEXi VAR: P:PLACE)i

BEGIN

NPIX := FPIXi
FPIX := FPIX+1 i
P[NPIX].MINTIME := Oi
P[NPIX].MAXTIME := Oi

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The variabLe NPIX (new pLace index) is set to the vaLue *1
1* of FPIX (free pLace index), that points to a free Lo- *1
1* cation in the array of pLaces. FPIX is incremented to *1
1* keep it pointing at a free Location. FinaLLy, the items *1
1* of the just created pLace are initiaLized. As NPIX and *1
1* FPIX are VAR parameters, their vaLues are avaiLabLe to *1
1* to the caLLing program. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

ENDil*create pLace*1

PROCEDURE CREATE TRANS (VAR: NTIX,FTIX:INDEXi VAR: T:TRANS)i

BEGIN

NT IX := FTIXi
FTIX := FTIX+1 i
T[NT IX]. ACT EXPR := "" i
T[NTIX].COND_EXPR := ""i

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* This procedure functions in the same way as the proce- *1
1* dure CREATE PLACE. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

ENDil*create trans*1
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PROCEDURE CONNECT (PL:INDEXi DIR:ARROWi TR:INDEXi
VAR CON:CON_MATRIX)i

BEGIN

IF DIR <> X
THEN IF CONCPL,TR] = X

THEN CONCPL,TR] := DIR
ELSE IF CONCPL.TR] <> DIR

THEN CONCPL,TR] := <->

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* This procedure sets the desired arrow in the connection *1
1* matrix or adds it to the aLready existing arrow. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

ENDil*connect*1

PROCEDURE DISC (PL:INDEXi DIR:ARROWi TR:INDEXi
VAR CON:CO~MATRIX)i

BEGIN

IF DIR <> X
THEN IF CON CPL,TR] = DIR

THEN CON CPL,TR] := X
ELSE IF CONCPL,TR] = <->

THEN IF DIR = <-
THEN CONCPL,TR] := ->
ELSE IF DIR =->

THEN CONCPL,TR] := <-

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* This procedure erases the desired connection as indica- *1
1* ted by DIR from the connection matrix. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

ENDil*disc*1
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PROCEDURE DISCARD PLACE (PL:INDEX; VAR CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR I:INDEX;

BEGIN

FOR I := 1 TO N
DO CON [PL,IJ := X;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* This procedure erases aLL existing connections to pLace *1
1* P[PLJ from the connection matrix. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

PROCEDURE DISCARD TRANS (TR:INDEX; VAR CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR I:INDEX;

BEGIN

FOR I := 1 TO N
DO CON [I,TRJ := X;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* This procedure erases aLL existing connections to *1
1* transition T[TRJ from the connection matrix. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

Now that aLL datastructures and utiLity procedures have been
discussed, we can turn to a description of the construction
aLgorithm itseLf.
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6.4.1. The program CONSTRUCT.

This is the main program that buiLds a Petri Net modeLLing a
temporaL ordered statement as defined in MCl.
It initiaLizes FPIX and FTIX, performs a (virtual) read on the
temporaL ordered statement EXPR that has to be modeLLed and
buiLds the Petri Net in fig.25. FinaLLy the procedure BUILD wiLL
buiLd the desired Petri Net starting with fig.25.

AE:EXPR

fig.25

The Petri Net that the procedure BUILD returns then has to be
attached to the Petri Net of fig.15.

PROGRAM CONSTRUCT (INPUT,OUTPUT);

CONST N=100;
CONST M=500;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* N represents the maximum number of pLaces and transiti- *1
1* ons that can be used in the Petri Net. M represents the *1
1* maximum Length in characters of an action expression. *1
1* The vaLues given above shouLd be sufficient in prac- *1
1* tice. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

TYPE PLACE = ARRAY[INDEXJ OF RECORD
MINTIME:INTEGER;
MAXTIME:INTEGER;
END; 1* record* I
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TYPE TRANS = ARRAY[INDEXJ OF RECORD
COND EXPR:STRING;
ACT EXPR:STRING;
END; 1* record* I

TYPE CON MATRIX = ARRAY[INDEX,INDEXJ OF ARROW;

TYPE <TOS> = VAR ARRAY[1 •• MJ OF STRING;

TYPE STRING = VAR ARRAY[1 •• MJ OF CHAR;

TYPE INDEX=1 •• N;

TYPE ARROW = [<-,->,<->,XJ;

VAR P: PLACE,
T:TRANS,
FPIX,FTIX,Tz,Pa:INDEX,
EXPR:STRING,
CON: CON_MATRIX;

BEGIN

FPIX := 1;
FTIX := 1;
READ(EXPR);
CREATE PLACE (Pa,FPIX,P);
CREATE-TRANS (Tz,FTIX,T);
T[TzJ.ACT EXPR := EXPR;
CONNECT (Pa,->,Tz,CON);

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created sofar, ;s rendered *1
1* in fig.25 on page 101. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

BUILD (Pa,Tz,FPIX,FTIX,P,T,CON);

END;I*construct*1
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6.4.2. The procedure BUILD.

First of aLL, this procedure stores the action expression of
transition Tz in string A(1J of the datasructure A of type <TOS>.
Then it anaLyzes whether the action expression of transition Tz
starts with a temporaL ordered expression or not, using the
procedure TEMP ORO ANAL. This procedure wiLL not be treated
here. --
Depending upon the resuLt of this procedure, either the procedure
SIMPLE BUILD or COMPLEX BUILD wiLL be executed.

The procedure SIMPLE BUILD handLes the case when the action
expression is: -

- a <NOP statement>;
- a <SIGNALLING statement>;
- a <DECISION statement>;
- a <TRANSITION statement>;

one of the possibLe procedure caLLs as defined in
paragraph 4.5.9.

These statements shouLd be transLated into certain APL expressions
(except for the <NOP statement» to be compatibLe with the
verification program.
This subject however wiLL be Left for further research especiaLLy as
the <TRANSITION statement> has to interface between the MCL
Loader and the verification program of de Veer (see paragraph
6.2.2).

If A(1J starts with one of the temporaL ordered expressions
SEQUENTIAL, DELAYED, CONCURRENT, MUSTART or MUTERM,
then first the Petri Net in fig.26. wilL be created:

fig.26
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Then AC1J wiLL be spLit into its n constituing statements by the
procedure PARSE that stores them as array eLements in the
datastructure A of type <TOS>.
Each of the temporaL orderings wiLL be handLed by the procedure
COMPLEX BUILD.

PROCEDURE BUILD (Pa:INDEX; Tz:INDEX;
VAR FPIX,FTIX:INDEX;
VAR P:PLACE; VAR T:TRANS;
VAR CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR A:<TOS>,
n : INTEGER,
<TOE>:STRING,
Ta :INDEX;

BEGIN

AC1J := TCTzJ.ACT EXPR;
T[TzJ.ACT EXPR :=-'"';
TEMP ORO ANAL (AC1J,<TOE»;

I F <TOE> = III'

THEN SIMPLE BUILD (AC1J,FPIX,FTIX,Tz,P,T,CON);
ELSE

BEGIN
DISC (Pa,->,Tz,CON);
PCPaJ.MINTIME := 0;
PCPaJ. MAXT IME := 0;
CREATE TRANS (Ta,FTIX,T);
CONNECT (Pa,->,Ta,CON);

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created safar, is rendered *1
1* in fig.26 on page 103. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

PARSE (AC1J,n,A);
COMPLEX BUILD (A,n,P,T,Ta,Tz,FPIX,FTIX,

<TOE>, CON);
END;

END;I*bui Ld*1
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6.4.3. The procedure COMPLEX_BUILD.

This is a very simpLe procedure. It starts with buiLding the Petri
Net as given in fig.19 on page 89, using the procedure MAKE that
wiLL be discussed in paragraph 6.4.4.
Then depending on the vaLue of the parameter <TOE>, it wiLL pass
controL to the corresponding procedure. ALL these procedures wiLL
be the topic of paragraph 6.4.5.

PROCEDURE COMPLEX BUILD <A:<TOS>; n:INTEGER;
VAR P:PLACE; VAR T:TRANS;
Ta,Tz:INDEX; VAR FPIX,FTIX:INDEX;
<TOE>:STRING;
VAR CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR Pw,Pex,Pr,py,Tw,Tex,Tr:VAR ARRAY C1 ••nJ OF INDEX,
I:INTEGER; -

BEGIN

FOR I := 1 TO n DO
BEGIN

MAKE <A,Pw,Pex,Pr,Py,Tw,Tex,Tr,I,FPIX,FTIX,P,T,
CON) ;

CONNECT <PwCIJ,<-,Ta,CON);
CONNECT <PyCIJ,->,Tz,CON);
END;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created sofar, is rendered *1
1* in fig.19 on page 89, for n=2. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

IF <TOE> = "SEQUENTIAL" THEN SEQ <n,Ta,Pw,py,Tr,CON);
IF <TOE> = "DELAYED" THEN DEL <n,Ta,Pw,Pr,Py,Tr,Tex,

Tw,P, T,CON);
IF <TOE> = " CONCURRENT" THEN CONC;
IF <TOE> = "MUS TART" THEN MUSTART <n,pw,p);
IF <TOE> = "MUTERM" THEN MUTERM <n,Tw,Tex,Tr,

FPIX,FTIX,P,CON);

END;I*compLex buiLd*1
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6.4.4. The procedure MAKE.

The procedure MAKE buiLds the Petri Net of fig.18 on page 87
except for the fact that now, aLL pLaces and transitions have an
index. A[iJ is assigned as action expression to transition Tex[iJ.

The procedure TIME ANAL (see beLow) is meant to determine the
vaLues of Tb and Te. For instance this procedure might aLLow the
manuaL input of these vaLues. Another interesting possibiLity is to
aLLow the vaLues of Tb and Te to be specified in the temporaL
ordered statement itseLf.
This opens the possibiLity of specifying the amount of time with
which actions are sequenced or deLayed.
Tb and Te couLd then be stored in the state descriptor as
discussed in paragraph 6.2.1.
It is certainLy worthwiLe to investigate these possibiLities or their
combination as it is frequentLy necessary to specify the absoLute
vaLues of Tb and Te in hardware protocoLs.

There is stiLL one probLem Left. That is the case where A[iJ itseLf
is a set of temporaL ordered statements. However, if we Look at
the Petri Net formed by pLace Pex[iJ and transition Tex[iJ in
fig.19 on page 89 (with 1<=i<=2), it can be seen that this is
exactLy the same Petri Net as in fig.25 on page 101, with Pex[iJ
as Pa, Tex[i] as Tz and A[i] as "EXPR". The modelling of the
temporaL ordered statement "EXPR" in fig.25 with a Petri Net was
soLved by the procedure BUILD. Therefore this procedure wiLL aLso
modeL the temporaL ordered statement A[iJ into a Petri Net. Note
that the caLL of the procedure BUILD within the procedure MAKE
is a recursive caLL as MAKE is caLLed by COMPLEX BUILD which,
on its turn, is caLLed by BUILD itseLf.

PROCEDURE MAKE (A:<TOS>; VAR Pw,Pex,Pr,py,Tw,Tex,
Tr:VAR ARRAY [1 ••nJ OF INDEX; I:INTEGER;
VAR FPIX,FTIX:INDEX;
VAR P:PLACE;VAR T:TRANS,
VAR CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR Tb,Te:INTEGER;

BEGIN

CREATE PLACE (Pw[IJ,FPIX,P);
CREATE-PLACE (pex[IJ,FPIX,P);
CREATE-PLACE (Pr[IJ,FPIX,P);
CREATE-PLACE (Py[IJ,FPIX,P);

CREATE TRANS (Tw[IJ,FTIX,T);
CREATE-TRANS (Tex[IJ,FTIX,T);
CREATE-TRANS (Tr[IJ,FTIX,T);
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CONNECT (Pw[IJ,->,Tw[IJ,CON);
CONNECT (Pex[IJ,<-,Tw[IJ,CON);
CONNECT (Pex[IJ,->,Tex[IJ,CON);
CONNECT (Pr[IJ,<-,Tex[IJ,CON);
CONNECT (Pr[IJ,->,Tr[IJ,CON);
CONNECT (Py[IJ,<-,Tr[IJ,CON);

TIME ANAL (A[IJ,Tb,Te);
P[Pw[IJJ.MINTIME := Tb;
P[Pw[IJJ.MAXTIME := Tb;
P[Pex[IJJ.MINTIME .- Te;
P[Pex[IJJ.MAXTIME := Te;

T[Tex[IJJ.ACT EXPR := A[IJ;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created now, is rendered *1
1* in fig.18 on page 87, the onLy difference being the *1
1* index 1. * I
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

BUILD (Pex[IJ,Tex[IJ,FPIX,FTIX,P,T);
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6.4.5. The procedures SEQ, DEL, CONC, MUSTART and MUTERM.

These procedures wiLL rebuiLd the Petri Net of fig.19 on page 89
into the Petri Nets as given in fig.20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 on the
pages 90, 91, 92, 93 and 94 respectiveLy. This can easiLy be
verified by the reader.

PROCEDURE SEQ (n:INTEGER; Ta:INDEX; Pw,Py,Tr:VAR_ARRAY
[1 ••nJ OF INDEX;
VAR CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR I:INTEGER;

BEGIN

FOR I := 2 TO n DO
DISC (Pw[IJ,<-,Ta,CON);

FOR I := 1 TO n-1 DO
BEGIN

DISCARD PLACE (Py[IJ,CON);
CONNECT-(Pw[I+1J,<-,Tr[IJ,CON);
END;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created now, is rendered *1
1* in fig.20 on page 90, for n=2. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1



PROCEDURE DEL(n:INTEGER; Ta:INDEX; Pw,Pr,Py,Tr,Tex,Tw
VAR ARRAY C1 ••nJ OF INDEX;
VAR-CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR I:INTEGER;

BEGIN

FOR I := 2 TO n DO
DISC (PwCIJ,<-,Ta,CON);

FOR I := 1 TO n-1 DO
BEGIN

CONNECT (PwCI+1J,<-,TwCIJ,CON);
DISCARD PLACE (PpsiCIJ,CON);
CONNECT-(prCIJ,->,TexCI+1J,CON);
END;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created now, is rendered *1
1* in fig.21 on page 91, for n=2. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

END;I*deL*1

PROCEDURE CONC;

BEGIN

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net in fig.19 does not have to be rebuiLt *1
1* in the case of concurrency and is given again in *1
1* fig.22 on page 92, for n=2. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

END;I*conc*1
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PROCEDURE MUSTART (n:INTEGER;
Pw:VAR ARRAY [1 ••nJ OF INDEX;
VAR P:PLACE);

VAR I,MIN:INTEGER;

BEGIN

MIN := P[Pw[1JJ.MINTIME;

FOR I := 1 TO n-1 DO
IF P[Pw[I+1JJ.MINTIME < P[Pw[IJJ.MINTIME
THEN MIN := P[Pw[I+1JJ.MINTIME;

FOR I := 1 TO n 00
BEGIN

P[Pw[IJJ.MINTIME := MIN;
P[Pw[IJJ.MAXTIME .- MIN;
END;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created now, is rendered *1
1* in fig.23 on page 93, for n=2. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

END; I*musta rU I
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PROCEDURE MUTERM (n:INTEGER;
Tw,Tex,Tr:VAR ARRAY C1 ••nJ OF INDEX;
VAR FPIX,FTIX:INDEX;
VAR P:PLACE;
VAR CON:CON_MATRIX);

VAR Pwx,Pexx:VAR ARRAY C1 ••nJ OF INDEX,
I,J:INTEGER;-

BEGIN

FOR I := 1 TO n DO
BEGIN

CREATE PLACE (PwxCIJ,FPIX,P);
CREATE-PLACE (PexxCIJ,FPIX,P);
CONNECT (PexxCIJ,->,TexCIJ,CON);
CONNECT (PwxCIJ,<->,TwCIJ,CON);
CONNECT (PwxCIJ,<-,Ta,CON);
CONNECT (PexxCIJ,<-,Ta,CON);

FOR J := 1 TO 1-1 DO
BEGIN

CONNECT (PwxCIJ,->,TexCJJ,CON);
CONNECT (PexxCIJ,->,TexCJJ,CON);
END;

FOR J := 1+1 TO n DO
BEGIN

CONNECT (PwxCIJ,->,TexCJJ,CON);
CONNECT (PexxCIJ,->,TexCJJ,CON);
END;

END;

1*************************************************************1
1* *1
1* The Petri Net that has been created now, is rendered *1
1* in fig.24 on page 94, for n=2. *1
1* *1
1*************************************************************1

END;I*muterm*1



7. ConcLusions.

The main points in this report are the definition of the protocoL
specification Language MCl and the compiLation of an MCl program
into a Petri Net.

It can be concLuded that MCl promises to be a good specification
Language. In particuLar I expect that MCl wiLL proof itseLf a
usefuL tooL in the specification of hardware protocoLs. However
this requires the specification of stiLL more exampLes, especiaLLy
hardware protocoLs.

MCl meets most of the demands that we set to it in paragraph
3.2. MCl is:

- unambiguous;
- structured;
- design friendLy;
- readabLe;
- automaticaLLy verifiabLe;

EspeciaLLy in the Last two points, MCl disinguishes itseLf from
other formaL specification Languages. On the other hand, MCl does
not produce compact specifications. This can be seen from the
X.21 specification in paragraph 5.1.
I myseLf do not see this as a great nuisance as I prefer to read
20 pages that make sense, rather than 2 pages (RSPl for instance
! !) that cause a headache.

Furthermore, MCl is based on a modeL that uses a Layered
structure, so as to keep it compatibLe with the ISO-OSI modeL.
MCl aLso supports the temporaL orderings as proposed by the ISO.

However, as aLready said in the preceding chapters, before we are
abLe to write an MCl program, then compiLe it into a Petri Net
that can be verified automaticaLLy, a Lot of work stiLL has to be
done:

- adapting and extending the syntax and semantics of
a temporaL ordered statement by aLLowing absoLute va
Lues of Tb and Te to be specified in MCl and by
introducing other temporaL orderings;

- impLementing the MCl parser under the restrictions
set to it in paragraph 6.2.1;

- impLementing the MCl transLator;
- impLementing the MCl Loader, incLuding the con-

struction aLgorithm of paragraph 6.4;
- defining the interface between the verification pro

gram and the MCl Loader as discussed in paragraph
6.2.2.
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With these recommendations for further research, it shouLd be
possibLe to continue the research project that I have been working
on during the past nine months and to set the next step towards
an integrated method for the design, specification and verification
of data communication protocoLs.
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